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Bereavement is so much easier with good friends

Marffa's Muffins

be truthful they sound like a lot of bands both in
vocals and music.

Marffa’s Muffins would like to apologise for the
lack of input in the previous edition; caused mainly
by being exceptionally busy in other areas and
also due to a lack of creativity, I decided to take a
break to recharge my batteries. Now fully rested
and with less to do maybe I can contribute many
more quality articles and hopefully this is reflected
below.

Track 2, ‘On Top The World’, is a real scorcher of
a track. A steady build up with a really good
anthemic rock chorus. A twelve-track album from
this Swedish quartet proves that they can write
good songs; some of the songs are better than
others but I must say that there isn’t any here that
I don’t like. That said, towards the end of the
album the lead singer’s voice gets a bit whiney on
a couple of tracks. Favourites include – ‘Alright
Alright’, ‘On Top Of The World’, ‘Down And Out’,
and ‘No Big Deal’. A 7 out of ten for this up and
coming bunch of rock goddesses!
Find out more at http://www.saharahotnights.com/

It was nice to see (as predicted by moi in an
earlier edition) Roots Manuva’s album, “Run
Come Save Me”, nominated for a Mercury music
prize earlier this month. I don’t suppose they are
on the editor’s mailings but congratulations to
them anyway.

“Balling
The
Jack”
is
gambler speak for risking
everything on the throw of
one dice, and black slang
for having a good time. It’s
also the title of a Nu-Blues
compilation. Nu-Blues, it
seems, encompasses a
broad spectrum of sounds.

The purchase of a mini-disc player has meant
more albums to listen to and review. These things
are a marvel, you can get 160 minutes of music
on one disc without any loss of quality and you
can buy them from 59p. So, some of the albums
that I’ve been listening to are described below.
Sahara Hotnights

Artists included that I’ve heard of: Moby ‘Find My
Baby’, Tom Waits ‘Big In Japan’, Captain
Beefheart ‘Electricity’, R l Burnside ‘Let My Baby
Ride’, Nick Cave + the Bad Seeds ‘Stagger Lee’,
the Soft boys ‘Give It To The Soft Boys’ and Billy
Childish ‘This Wondrous Day’. Not a bad
collection of tunes and made even better by the
inclusion of some pretty amazing unknown (to me)
artists. Take Reid Paley’s ‘Lucky’s Tune’, a gruff
vocal style coupled with amusing contemporary
lyrics gives the idea you would have this track
playing in the background during a bar room brawl
somewhere in the states. ‘Oooh Baby’ is a mix of
a rap band called Go Gittas Camp and Asie
Payton. A collaboration with Fat Possum records
has brought this about and what a mix it is; a real
corker, which is a homogenisation of new and old;
similar to Moby.

Hailing from Sweden,
this all girl group have
been gigging hard
recently in support of
various major names –
Primal Scream for
one – and presumably
promoting their album,
“Jennie Bomb”. I was fortunate to see them last
year supporting A at the Electric Ballroom and
they were pretty impressive then, by now they
should be even better.
The album is without a doubt a good worthy effort.
Opening with ‘Alright Alright’, and rocking out big
time, Maria Andersson tells us she “feels like
breaking laws/ go start a civil war/ here’s my fist
where’s the fight?” Grr, a bit wild and riot girl like!
Sometimes they sound like the Go Gos but with a
bit of meat on them, other times, as on ‘No Big
Deal’, they sound a little like the Wildhearts. To

Jimpson and Group’s contribution is a haunting
track called ‘Road Song’. A real mournful wail,
which was recorded in Parchman Penitentiary, is
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short
but
full
of
emotion.
‘Mississippi
KKKcrossroads’ is a smooth rap by Chris
Thomas King. As you can no doubt tell from the
song title its about that white sheet fraternity. A
drum sample runs through it, and a mournful
electric guitar effects with some acoustic for good
measure. Next up Olu Dara, a man who has been
performing all over the states for some thirty years
but only made an album two years ago. ‘Strange
Things Happen Everyday’ is a more traditional
style with modern day references within. Pig in a
can perform a track called ‘Slow Down Train’
which sounds like a Ministry influenced effort.
Very tinny sound coupled with lots of loops and
samples. Gary Lucas with Mary Margaret
O’Hara perform ‘Poison Tree’. A very ethereal
sounding track, nice acoustic picking and vocals
to match. For some reason I get an All About Eve
feeling.

The Dirtbombs “Ultraglide In Black”.
What do you get if you put together a band
featuring two bassists, two drummers and a front
man (Mike Collins) from Detroit’s punk scene? A
bloody awful racket one might say. Well, actually
what you get is a very nice collection of covers
from the lead singer’s youth. R&B and soul songs
from the seventies done with a reasonable
amount of passion and feeling and not done in a
punk style at all. The following is a list of songs
and artists:
Chains Of Love – Jimmy Hughes, If You Can Want –
Smokey Robinson and the Miracles, Underdog – Sly
and the Family Stone, Your Love Belongs Under A
Rock – Mike Collins (obviously not a cover), I’ll Wait –
George Clinton, Livin’ For The City – Stevie Wonder,
The Thing – L Bright, Kung Fu – Curtis Mayfield, Ode
To A Black Man – Philip Lynott, Got To Give It Up –
Marvin Gaye, Livin’ For The Weekend – O’jays, I’m
Qualified To Satisfy You – Barry White, Do You See
My Love For You Growing? – Junior Walker

Petit Vodo is a French artist from the Bordeaux
region. This man comes across as very vibrant;
his track – ‘Border Line’ – is a mish mash of
sounds. This one-man band plays a frantic coarse
blues sung through a megaphone by the sound of
it. Penny Lang from Canada performs a slow
blues called ‘Lost And Found’, a pleasant tune
with her son picking away on guitar. The Cowboy
Junkies perform a haunting track called ‘Postcard
Blues’. Soft mournful vocals coupled with a harp
that alternates between sultry and screeching, I
don’t think that my description does it justice. I will
be trying to find out some more about these in the
near future.

‘Chains Of Love’ is a wonderful traditional
sounding R&B track. Mike Collins’ powerful vocals
complement the chunky sound being bashed out
on the drums and bass. I bet this is a favourite
live. The bass is just driving the track all the way
through. ‘If You Can Want’ is a bit so so, good
quality nonetheless. ‘Underdog’ has got to be the
best song on the album. I have no idea if this is a
fair representation of the original, however, I am
going to find out as soon as I can locate a copy.
The song is sung with real feeling and gusto,
brilliant lyrics too. ‘Your Love Belongs Under A
Rock’ sounds very much like it should be used in
a Blues Brother/The Commitments type setting.
Complete with a smattering of Hammond, it’s not
a bad effort. ‘I’ll Wait’ is sung with real soul, Mike
Collins’ voice showing its diversity. ‘Livin’ For The
City’ also highlights this guy’s ability to swap
styles; complete with Spanish lyrics, this is
another top interpretation. The thing has a
Screaming Jay Hawkins feel to it; about the only
thing missing from it is the farting and screaming
noises that would accompany it.

Johnny Dowd is someone who sings a countrytinged blues, almost in a comedy style; it certainly
is different. His track is a Hank Williams cover; ‘A
Picture Of Life’s Other Side’. Bob Logg III
performs ‘Stirring Round A Stick’, a Grand
National style track, you know the sort. A really
fast staccato style, which sounds like it should be
a backing track for a Wild West horse stampede.
Last but not least is Diamanda Galas. This
woman I’d heard of before but I was not aware of
her awesome singing ability. ‘See That My Grave
Is Kept Clean’ is a bit of an emotion rich haunting
tune. Hammond runs all the way through it giving
it a gothic feel, couple that with her voice full of
expression and you have a very interesting sound.

‘Kung Fu’ on the other hand is bloody marvellous.
From its elongated intro, with distorted guitar and
percussion, through to its sudden end; odd lyrics
though. ‘Ode To A Black Man’ has some mean
harp playing on it, it is also very Phil Lynott. That
may be stating the obvious but it is a bit like a
tribute band cover, good though and the band
keeps up the freight train bass style throughout.
‘Got To Give Up’ is a good effort, still keeping that
soulful groove. ‘Livin’ For The Weekend’ sees the
tempo raised somewhat. Imagine Geno
Washington doing this and that may give you an
idea of what it’s like. The Barry White cover is
about the only song on the album that I’m not
keen on. I feel that it’s more of an album filler than

My only criticism is that some of the acts cannot
really be described as nu–blues; I mean The Soft
Boys are good but they aren’t exactly bluesy. But
how do you define it? So, a very interesting album
on the whole and it’s worth a mention that the
sleeve notes are very informative and really add to
the product. Go on, buy it I dare you!
9 out of 10.
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anything else. ‘Do You See My Love For You
Growing’ comes across in a similar vain to the
Marvin Gaye cover, lots of laid back soul. Quite
relaxing!
A score of 7 out of 10 for this album.
If you want to know more then go to
http://www.thedirtbombs.com/

£1.50 each time. Beers were £3 and bottled only.
The bar itself was made out of translucent bricks;
like the sort that you find above subterranean
public toilets. At the other end of the room that the
main bar was in, stood the Robot! This thing looks
like something out of a ‘60s B movie, quite large
with flashing red lights where its nipples should
be. Now, we never observed it working, nor were
there any instructions to make it work. However,
at the base of the robot were controls similar to a
jukebox. Each button had a label next to it with a
cocktail on it, so adding 2 and 2 together… It was
a shame that we never saw it working because
that was the real reason for going in there in the
first place. When we were hanging around it none
of the staff appeared interested in offering any info
or serving a drink so we left it at that. Then the
statutory loony turned up.

Marffa’s Muffins hasn’t just been listening to prerecorded music this month. No, on the contrary,
I’ve been out at a few gigs this month. Also I
decided to take a trip to an unusual bar…
Tuesday 25th June Cynthia’s Cyber Bar.
The great thing about working at London Bridge is
you are never short of places to go to after work,
being only ten minutes from the West End/Soho
and with the river being on your doorstep it can be
rather pleasant. However, Tuesdays are not
known for their racy evenings in any part of the
world and London is no exception.

A middle aged slightly obese man who spoke with
a Scottish lilt; accompanied by a young lithe black
woman and an older rotund black woman, came
over to my friend and I, and started asking us
about whether we knew a particular person; this
person have very Slavic sounding name (another
eastern Europe connection). When we said we
had no idea who he was on about he told us that
we must be dead! “This must be Hell”, I replied.
He walked off. He came back later asking us if we
knew what the word Robot meant. I knew it wasn’t
an English word but couldn’t remember for the life
of me where it came from; or what it meant. “It
means slave”, he replied. “It’s a Slavic word for
slave. We are all slaves in here”, he told us. Gulp!

Well, attempting to liven my Tuesday up, I
decided to take a friend to Cynthia’s Cyber bar @
4 Tooley Street London Bridge; that’s under
Richer Sounds if you want to find it. We were both
excited and apprehensive about this place as it is
billed as the world’s first robotic pub!
The evening got off to a good start when we
spotted that they had live jazz on Tuesdays. Alas,
this was short lived. Being charged £5 on the door
for what was basically billed as a jam night I
thought was taking the piss. Turning on my heels
and heading for the door, I was caught by my
friend who pleaded with me to stay. Begrudgingly I
paid up my £5. Was it worth it, I hear you ask?
Well, it was certainly different, and the music was
without doubt jazz. Very good jazz, in fact well
worth the fiver. The music was consistently good
albeit a tad too loud at times. Trouble was the bar
itself was WEIRD!

The lyrics to Hotel California started to run
through my head, I was starting to wonder where
this was leading too. Just then my friend let out a
gasp! “Have you seen that room?” she enquired.
“What room, where?” I replied. (Omniscient as
always, I see Matt – H)
In another room are some doors leading to an
annexe that she described as looking like the
interior of a cave! This was weird! The guy with
the Scottish lilt was now dancing with the lithe
black woman in a strange unorthodox fashion.
She was looking like she had had better times
elsewhere and he looked… well, desperate. I was
now wondering if the larger woman was in fact the
pimp (maybe the mother, possibly both) of the
younger one; she was just sitting on a stool
looking ugly and not partaking in the dancing.

Seriously, the place seemed to have more staff
than customers, most of which had heavy eastern
European accents, that is the staff by the way. Not
a bad thing, just odd. Also odd was the fact that
the bar had flashing red lights everywhere; walls,
ceilings, stools, I mean everywhere! The bar
stools had a swirling red cloud of lights shooting
up the centre of their acrylic uprights. The floor
was metal tread flooring running wall to wall with
some of it going up the walls interlinked with lots
of mirrors. The whole place resembled something
like the set of Blake’s 7, Star Trek and Dr Who all
combined. There was a huge metal detector, like
the one you get in airports, at the front door.
Payment at the bar was cash only, debit and
credit cards not accepted. If however you didn’t
have enough cash and you required some then
you could use their cash machine; for the sum of

By this time – we only been in there just over and
hour – the club had gained a few more customers,
normal in looks but what about mind? I wasn’t
prepared to find out. Seriously, I think that this
place may be a good craic if you have a crowd of
friends with you and a lot of money for beer. Also,
I must point out that they do a selection of bar
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snacks at reasonable prices; although I had a bit
of a dicky tummy the following day, whether this
was connected or not I don’t know. Perhaps other
nights are better, who knows; whatever you do
don’t go on your own as this is not to be
experienced alone!

The rest of the band are having a rocking time
too. On songs like ‘Under The Mountain’,
‘Changing Colours’ and ‘Hole In The World’ the
band compliment Lisa’s vocals with their own, this
really builds up the sound. ‘Killer Man’ with its
Sabbath style crushing bass lines just sets the
place alight, in fact a worthy note to mention is
that the venue opened its side doors to let some
fresh sea air in and cool us down a bit. I can’t
remember that happening anywhere else before.
The venue management usually put the heating
on and hope you spend more on drink!

The Bellrays – The Beatings, Concorde 2,
Brighton 16th July.
I hadn’t been down to the Concorde 2 for a while,
so when this gig came up it seemed like a good
idea renew my acquaintance. I had never heard of
the Beatings before tonight, they weren’t even
mentioned when I checked for the support on the
Concorde 2 web site, so they were a bit of a
surprise. A nice surprise though. Bringing their
‘New York’ garage style sounds to a welcoming
audience, the four piece opened without any
introduction. Charging into track after track they
seemed quite at home perched on the venues’
stage. After about the fourth song, the bassist
swapped places and instruments with the lead
guitarist, performed one song and then swapped
back again. A few more songs into the set and
they launch into their single. This happened to be
the weakest song of them all, a lyrically repetitive,
uninteresting pile of poo! Shame really because
that is the only bad thing that I have to say about
them. They put on a short but sweet set of
powerful tunes. Keep an eye on the name ‘cos I
think it may get bandied around a lot in the future.

A couple more songs down the set, which
included ‘Blues For Godzilla’, and the band exit for
a few moments; lots of shouting and clapping
brings them back on for an encore. The excellent
’They Glued Your Head On Upside-Down’ winds
the audience up into a frenzy. Its’ punky lyrics
really fits in well with Lisa’s almost shouted vocals.
The place is bouncing! Last up was the fantastic
‘Fire On The Moon’. Again saturated with Sabbath
bass lines and a heavy Crowes influence, they
push this track for all that it’s worth. Just over an
hour of high energy R&B comes to an end, a good
finish to a great gig marred only by the poor sound
quality at the start. If you want to find out more
about
the
Bellrays
then
go
to
http://www.thebellrays.com/
Last but not least, up and coming gigs for the next
couple of months worth a punt:
August 17-18: V2002 Festival. Various bands @
Hylands park Chelmsford.
August 22:
The Moldy Peaches @ the
Garage.
August 23-25: Reading Festival. A fantastic line
up of bands over the 3 days
including, The Strokes, The
White Stripes, Black Rebel
Motorcycle
Club,
Prodigy,
Weezer and more. Probably the
best line up in years, just a shame
about the crap venue/site and the
sound!
August 26:
Guns N’ Roses @ London
Arena. No doubt Axl and friends
will attempt to take you to
Paradise City.
August 28-29: Garbage @ Electric Ballroom.
Two low key dates from Shirley
Manson and co.
September 12: Mudhoney @ Electric Ballroom.
The godfathers of grunge play in
the UK for the first time in years.
September 17: The Von Bondies @ Dingwalls.
Up and coming punkers.
Marffa

Now, headliners the Bellrays are something to
behold. I only purchased the album “Meet The
Bellrays” a few days before and bought the tickets
for tonight on the strength of that; look out for a
review of the album next month. Think early Black
Crowes with Black Sabbath bass riffs, couple that
with a Tina Turner on amphetamines front woman
and I think you may have the picture! If that isn’t
scary enough try having her standing on a monitor
above you, legs apart, hollering into a
microphone.
Coming out to lots of applause they start off the
show without any introductions. It is soon
apparent Lisa Kekaula’s vocals need turning up
(and not just from her hand actions). On ‘Too
Many Houses In Here’ the drums are just
overpowering her voice, and that is some voice to
overpower. She also needs a dress that fits, not
one that is two sizes too small. Four songs in and
she’s still asking for them [the sound engineers] to
turn up her vocals. This is a real pisser; I want to
hear this woman sing. This doesn’t seem to
bother many other folk here though; tonight the
Concorde 2 is going supersonic! After song
number five we start to get a reasonable amount
of audibility to the sound. Lisa is up there shaking
her tush (and other bits) jumping on monitors,
legs apart rattling her tambourine. This woman
likes to rock, and that’s exactly what she’s doing.
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of these sessions. I jived with a chick who was
twice my height and, as it seemed to me at my
tender years, twice my age – in all probability she
was 15 or 16 at the most; “almost grown” as old
Chuck Berry would say. Mum
standing back, a little proud, a
certain bemused expression on
her face, as I jived to Bill Haley’s
‘See You Later Alligator’ or was it
‘Rockin’ Through The Rye’? Time
plays tricks. Within a few short
years I would be attending those
record hops without parental
supervision,
looking
sharp,
hanging out with my mates as I too
became almost grown.

(Damn that Matt Slade, pushed me two whole pages
down the mag!)

Hi folks, I would like to take the
opportunity, through the pages of
'Tales From The Woods', of
thanking you all for your kind
words of sympathy which came
flooding in via cards, e-mails and
telephone calls on the sad passing
of my mother, aged 84 years, on
the 10th July. What can I say? It
was heart-warming, from good
friends both old and new and from
folks I have met just a few times.
What a loyal, caring people you
are out there in 'Tales From The
Woods' land. I can only say “Thank
you” for taking the time to write and
call me at this sad and difficult
time.

“These Dangerous Years” was a
youth exploitation movie starring
(unbelievably) the late crooner
Frankie Vaughan which was, I
guess, part of the ‘cashing in on
the Rebel Without A Cause’
syndrome, coupled with the rise of
Teddy Boy (youth) culture. Much of
the film was shot on location either
at the Tottenham Royal or in the
surrounding North London area. A
spokesperson for Cinema Queen Anne advises
'Tales From The Woods' that this mid-Fifties
movie was basically a vehicle for Frankie
Vaughan and never made it beyond B-movie
status. I do recall mum saying (now some years
back) that she sat up to some ludicrous hour of
the morning when Channel 4 dusted the film off,
hoping to catch sight of her younger self in the
crowd scenes.

Mum was born on the 3rd July
1918 and, as a young girl, she
developed a talent for art; her
ability to draw animals, country
scenes and urban landscapes
were her great forte, able to incorporate the
minutest detail (sadly a trait that was not passed
through the genes as I can barely draw a straight
line). Had these been the affluent decades that so
many of us grew up in, she would, without doubt,
have gone to art college. To a working-class girl
growing up in Tottenham, North London during
the depressed 1930s it was, of course, an
impossible dream, the priority being to earn a
living for the family home as soon as she was old
enough which, in those days, was just 14 years.
Despite all the hardships, she still found time to
learn to play the piano and possessed a natural
melodic singing voice. I described the parties in
the family home in my “Woods Awakes” article
back in issue 10 of 'Tales From The Woods'.
Mum loved the music of Sinatra, Nat King Cole
and, in later years, she became a big fan of Tom
Jones.
During the period of the early to late 1950s she
worked at the famous North London dance hall
The Tottenham Royal, experiencing first-hand the
transitional period between the dance bands and
Rock'n'Roll. I remember her speaking admiringly
of visiting American dance bands that came to
play, e.g. the Harry James Band and Nat Gonella,
as well as home-grown outfits Eric Delaney, Jack
Parnell and Johnny Dankworth to name but a few.

Keith, on mum’s knee
The mid-Sixties saw her embarking on a new
career as a bookkeeper for UniGate at Chingford
as she had a natural head for figures (another
family talent I have not inherited). Although now
into her mid-forties she had to clip more than a
few years from her age to obtain the position (a
family trait I have inherited) but it was a job she
obviously enjoyed as she remained there until
retirement.

The early days of Rock'n'Roll would see the
beginning of Saturday afternoon record hops,
catering for the pre- to mid-teens. Me, I was just
ten or eleven maybe, taken along to witness one
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'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass and says
farewell to one of America’s greatest ever actors th
Rod Steiger - who died on 9 July. Rodney
th
Stephen Steiger was born on April 14 1925 in
Westhampton, Long Island, the only child of a
Vaudeville song and dance partnership. His
parents separated when he was barely a year old
and he was brought up alone by his alcoholic
mother in various New Jersey cities. He
developed an interest in acting whilst a pupil at
Newark West Side High School but he quit school
at sixteen to enlist in the United
States Navy by lying about his
age. The war years saw him
serving aboard the USS Taussig
and, when they were at an end,
he was back on Civvy Street
employed in the Civil Service
with the Office of Dependents
and
Beneficiaries
of
the
Veteran’s Administration.

without doubt, one of the great American films of
that decade with Steiger cast as Brando’s
gangster brother Charley’ The Gent’, a killer in a
camel hair coat. The method style paid great
dividends for “On The Waterfront” but equally
could be a liability. A perfect example of this was
quick to show its face, the following year to be
precise. In 1955, in Fred Zinneman’s film of
“Oklahoma”, he was cast as the villain Judd Fry
where he loaded the part with so many
psychological hang-ups it was indeed totally at
odds with the prevailing tone of
natural innocence and optimism.
This demon would re-occur
throughout his career. Cast as
Napoleon in “Waterloo” in 1970,
Steiger dreamt up a private CV
for the Emperor - riddled with
sexual
disease
and
drug
addiction and suggesting that the
night before battle, old Napoleon
was bombed out of his skull on
Laudanum.

In 1947 he finally took the bold
step to realise his ambition to
become an actor, studying
drama for two years at the New
School for Social Research in its
Dramatic
Workshop
(more
commonly known as the Actors
Studio and equally known
throughout the theatrical world as the School for
Method Acting) under the tutelage of Elia Kazan
and Lee Strasburg. Fellow students included
Marlon Brando, Karl Malden, Kim Stanley and Eva
Marie Saint. There he learnt to, quote his own
words, “to act from the inside out, to talk to other
persons in the story” which incidentally was
quoted in the Tom Hutchinson penned biography
of Steiger and repeated by the man himself during
a BBC radio interview a few years back.

The 'Tales From The Woods'
editorial board are of the opinion
that Steiger compared to a few
classical British actors (the
names Olivier and Geilgud spring
to mind) when forced to work
beneath their status (or a question of take the
money and run) where he could ham it up
something chronic. His cameo role of the tortured
priest in “The Amityville Horror” (1979) was
stunningly memorable for all the wrong reasons. A
close second must be the part of the manic mayor
of New York in “The January Man” (1989).
Steiger’s wartime experiences left him with
lifelong pacifist sympathies and his principles
caused him to turn down the role of Patton in the
film which won George C Scott an Oscar,
believing it to be pro-war, some say maybe falsely
although he later admitted it was certainly a bad
decision.

The late forties through to the early months of the
fifties saw him working in television making his
Broadway debut in 1951 in a revival of Clifford
Odets’ “Night Music”. Later the same year he
appeared on film for the first time with a smallish
part in Fred Zinneman’s “Teresa”. In 1953 he
played the part of Marty in the original television
production of Paddy Chayefsky’s play about the
life of a Bronx butcher who finds love with a shy,
prim schoolteacher. When approached to repeat
the TV success for a film version he turned it
down; a big mistake as the part was given to
Ernest Borgnine whose efforts won him an Oscar
in 1955.

1956 saw him cast alongside Humphrey Bogart in
his last film “The Harder They Fall” playing the
part of a crooked boxing promoter. Other
memorable performances (for all the right
reasons) during that decade were as a sadistic
cowboy in “Jubai” (1956) and a disillusioned
southern soldier after the Civil War who joins up
with the Sioux in “Run Of The Arrow”. The latter
met with lukewarm response at the time of its
release in 1957 but, as the years progressed, it
would acquire increasing cult status. The same
year would see him team up with British actress
and one-time sex goddess, the late Diana Dors in
her Hollywood debut in the self explanatory “The
Unholy Wife”. The following year he came to
Britain for the Graham Greene adaptation “Across
The Bridge”.

1954 would be the year of his making; teamed up
with one of the tutors/founders of the Actors
Studio where he had studied a few years
previously, the director Elia Kazan, alongside
another former pupil Marlon Brando. “On The
Waterfront” was not only a turning point but,
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times, the marriage to Claire Bloom produced a
daughter (the opera singer Anna Steiger) and the
last being to Paula Ellis in 1986 by whom, late in
life, he had a son.

1959 would see him hit pay dirt for his portrayal of
Al Capone in the movie of the same name. He
chose not to follow up this success; instead he
returned to the Broadway stage embarking on an
ambitious and certainly demanding venture,
playing the part of a bandit in “Rashomon”, a
theatrical adaptation of a Japanese film which ran
for 159 performances, co-starring the British
actress Claire Bloom who would soon become
Steiger’s second wife. During their 11 year
relationship they played together twice more, in
the science fiction film “The Illustrated Man”
(1969) and, the same year, “Three Into Two Won’t
Go”.

Footnote: Cinema Queen Anne came to the
rescue advising that “The Chosen” was made in
1981 co-starring Maximilian Schell and directed by
Jeremy Paul Kagan.









We here at the editorial board raise a glass also
to the jazz singer Marion Montgomery who sadly
nd
lost her battle with cancer on 22 July, aged 67.
Born Marian Maud Runnels in Natchez,
th
Mississippi on November 17 1934, where her
father (Forrest Marion Runnels) ran a luxurious
hotel, her nursemaid Louise may have introduced
Marion to the music to which she dedicated her
life – jazz. What is certain is that from her she
learnt first hand about the politics of the south at
the time. She determined to become a singer by
the time she was eight years old, later dropping
out of college to sing on television in Atlanta,
Georgia and subsequently working in advertising
and publicity whilst studying music and drama.
Throughout the 1950s she worked night clubs,
bars and, much to her father’s displeasure, strip
joints which caused a family rift that took a
number of years to heal. Marion’s years on the
road refined her talent, creating her effortless jazz
timing. By the early 1960s she had become a
regular at night clubs in Los Angels, Las Vegas
and New York. Through Peggy Lee’s influence
she was signed to Capitol records, releasing her
first album “Swings For Winners And Losers” in
the early months of 1963 and, before the end of
the year, “Let There Be Marian Montgomery”
along with a studio band led by Dave Cavanaugh.
Soon she was being feted by the likes of Sinatra,
Nat King Cole, Nelson Riddle and Johnny Mercer.

A spokesperson for Cinema Queen Anne
contacted 'Tales From The Woods' before going
to press and stated that, in their view, one of
Steiger’s greatest performances was that of a
Jewish survivor of a Nazi concentration camp in
“The Pawnbroker” (1964) for which he won a prize
at the Berlin Film Festival. It has been suggested
that he too looked upon the film as a personal
triumph. Brilliance for posterity must also be his
portrayal of brooding sexual repression in “The
Sergeant” (1969). A personal favourite of mine is
“The Chosen” where he played the disturbed,
truculent orthodox Rabbi (not sure of the year of
this one so help me out film buffs). I saw this in
the early 1980s in a now long-gone fringe cinema
in Oxford Street. I sat totally mesmerised at this
masterpiece.
“In The Heat Of The Night” (1967) speaks for
itself, taking the part of a police chief in a small,
racially charged southern town, playing opposite
Sidney Poitier. For his efforts he won the
Academy Award for best actor. David Lean’s
“Doctor Zhivago” (1965) was, of course, his most
commercially successful film. Like many great
American artists in any field he found sympathy
for his work in Europe especially with Italian
director Francesco Rosi “Le Mani Sulla Citto”
(1963) a study of corruption in Naples, “Lucky
Luciano” (1973) a biography of the American
criminal who was deported to his native Italy, a
semi documentary profile of Pope John XXIII in “E
Venne Un Uomo” (1965), in Franco Zefirelli’s
“Jesus of Nazareth” (1977) where he played Pilate
and for French director Claude Chabrol he did the
cultish thriller “Les Innocents Aux Mains Sales”
(1975).

In 1965 she released “What's
New” and “Lovin' is Livin”
followed shortly after by her
first ever UK gig. During her
stay she met composer
Laurie Holloway, and five
months later the pair were
married
in
Gainesville,
Georgia, returning to the UK
to spend the rest of her life
on our shores, incidentally
adopting the conventional
English spelling of her Christian name. Her first
major UK television appearance was on the
satirical show “Not Only ... But Also” in February
1966, returning for the Christmas special, which
also featured John Lennon. Around the same

His later career was marred by mental illness and
a combination of marital failure coupled with
surgery for heart disease would lead to an eight
year bout of depression, much of which was spent
in bed staring at the ceiling, scarcely speaking all
day and not bothering to wash. His symptoms
were so severe it’s alleged he contemplated
suicide on more than one occasion. Married four
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period, she made her London West End stage
debut in Cameron Mackintosh’s production of
Cole Porter's “Anything Goes”.

the clock on Brighton Pier head. It was a little after
10pm. Surely, not all these thousands of people
had decided to return to London and its southern
suburbs at the same time as myself? I also made
the observation that everyone seemed to be under
the age of 25. The penny finally dropped. I had
decided to come to Brighton on the day of the Fat
Boy Slim beach party. I could neither turn back,
turn left nor turn right; I was stuck. The papers
later reported 200,000 people turned up for the
gig and here I was amidst them all with nothing I
could do except kick my own arse for my stupidity.

As the sixties gave way to the seventies, she
became a near-fixture at Soho’s Ronnie Scott's
jazz club, as well as working with the likes of
Stephane Grapelli, Dizzie Gillespie, Buddy Tate,
Ray Charles, Johnny Dankworth and Cleo Laine.
Her most regular musical partner was Richard
Rodney Bennett, with whom she devised a touring
review. Their partnership also produced three
acclaimed albums: “Town and Country” (1978),
“Surprise Surprise” (1981) and “Puttin' on the Ritz”
(1984).

It took over an hour to reach the boundaries of the
railway station where our boys in blue, complete
with full riot gear, were attempting to control the
crowds. The main entrance was literally choked
so, very slowly, I attempted to gain entrance to the
station from the smaller arch on the right. Second
mistake of the day. By 11:20pm I had finally
reached the right hand side of the station
concourse. It was total bloody chaos, the situation
looked to be extremely dangerous and likely to
erupt into a full-scale riot at the slightest
provocation. By midnight I found myself crushed
against the protective railings above the buffer
stops. Girls were sobbing, some of the lads were
looking disturbed and still the police kept us back
whilst letting those through from the centre of the
concourse. By now I was losing my cool and the
natural rebel in me was coming out as I found
myself shouting heated exchanges with the police.

In 1995, she and her husband set up the
Montgomery Holloway Charitable Trust, which
provided music education for children and young
people from disadvantaged backgrounds. Marion
had suffered from the effects of cancer for ten
years, which she believed was caused by passive
smoking when working in smoky clubs, never
having smoked herself. Despite her illness, she
continued to perform, almost to the end.









As Funkster points out elsewhere in this issue, we
have also lost R&B legend Roscoe Gordon. 'Tales
From The Woods' will try and do justice to him in
the next issue as we are now way over time and
out of space.







I had been in the crush so long I was, by now, on
first name terms with the kids around me. A lad
turned to me saying “Just give us the word Keith
and we charge the police”. Luckily a policeman,
observing that the pot was about to boil over,
plunged himself into our area otherwise I would
have taken the kid’s advice and no doubt I would
be writing this column from a prison cell on a
charge of inciting a riot. “Let us through!” the
same lad called out to the copper. “No, not yet,
we've still got to ease the main concourse”, he
replied before adding, “I am in the crush just like
you”. “Yeah, but you’re getting paid for it!” which
made us all laugh. With that sort of sharp wit he
would be ideal fodder for 'Tales From The
Woods'. About to reach into my back pocket for a
'Tales From The Woods' contract and get the kid
to sign on the dotted line, we were finally let
through and, in the ensuing mayhem, I lost sight
of him.



Apologies also to The Hackberry Ramblers for not
being able to attend their French debut in Lyon,
France recently for reasons made obvious at the
beginning of my column. I will be in touch soon
and hope to see you all next year.









During the traumatic period that followed mum’s
passing, a couple from nearby Orpington, old
friends of mine, invited me down for Sunday lunch
at their weekend retreat, a caravan overlooking
the sea at Peacehaven near Brighton. An
excellent meal, followed by a few lazy hours on
the beach soaking up a little sunshine (a rare treat
indeed for this year’s what could be laughingly
described as summer), eventually making my way
back towards Brighton station after sampling a
couple of local hostelries en route. The peace of
the day was soon to be shattered as I approached
the main road leading from the beach to the
railway station. A pedestrian traffic jam of
countless thousands of people had shut the whole
length of the street. Baffled, as I stared
disbelievingly at this human swarm, I glanced at

Once on the platform I caught sight of an officious
looking uniform of railway supervisory grade, with
a mobile phone in one hand and a walkie-talkie in
the other. I stormed up to him. “You knew this
event was taking place so why the hell did you not
put on extra trains?” I demanded to know. “We
did”, came the terse reply, “but we did not
advertise them”. The banality of his reply took my
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breath away. “Why not?” I asked in a tone of
hushed disbelief. “Well, we thought that many of
them would leave the party early!” Speechless for
a few seconds before looking him straight in the
eye, “Well, think back to when you were 17. Did
you ever leave a party early?”

to the States in ‘99 and found it - it’s very near the
Peabody hotel, between Union Avenue and Beale
Street). I was supposed to be meeting the others
at 11am but got delayed and did not meet up with
everyone until midday (mainly because I couldn’t
locate a cab). So anyway, I met up with the gang
outside the souvenir shops opposite Graceland,
the plan being to head off to Clarksdale to visit the
old blues sites. It was only an hour’s drive so we
got there just after 1pm.

I mean really! Are these people on the same
planet as the rest of us? Picture the scene: boy
looks at his watch, takes his girlfriend's hand,
“Come along Kylie, we must go now otherwise we
will not get a seat on the train. Let's tell Jeremy”.
Even now, at my slightly more mature age, I don't
recall ever leaving a party early, let alone a gig
unless it was crap. I remember a few years back,
over in the States, at Jimmy's in New Orleans
when Marcia Ball finally hit the bandstand at 1am
and didn’t leave it until almost 5am. Did any of us
leave early? Of course we didn't.







We headed for Stackhouse/Rooster Records
where we were to be given a guided tour. At about
2pm, we went for lunch at Sarah’s Kitchen and
were advised it would be a long wait, so we
looked around the local shops and the Delta Blues
Museum. Our meal was finally ready at 4.20pm a long wait but worth it as it was a really nice
meal. The guys had not been able to do the Blues
tour when we arrived so we had to wait until the
shop closed at 5.30pm. It was quite a good tour
showing us the Riverside hotel where Bessy
Smith died. We also went and saw Muddy Waters’
house (what was left of it) and to the local blues
station to see a guy named Early Wright who had
been doing a blues show on this same station for
ages. He was a really interesting character but
unfortunately we were not allowed to take photos
as people had ripped him off in the past, which I
suppose is understandable. We then headed for
Vicksburg and for an hour we were still picking up
Early's show. He played some old stuff as well as
people like Denise La Salle, Johnny Copeland etc.



A 'Tales From The Woods' roving eye had to
reach for his scratch pad whilst having to fight
back tears of mirth recently. While sitting on a
train at Bromley South station awaiting departure,
two elderly, sweet old ladies sitting adjacent
watched as the Eurostar train sped through,
heading back from either Paris or Brussels. The
lady closest to the window nudged the other
before saying “0h look Ethel, there’s one of those
Eurostar trains that go through the Channel”. A
few seconds elapsed before the other replied,
“Ooh, I say Doris, isn't it amazing and there isn't
one piece of seaweed on it!” Aaaah, bless them.

Anyway, on the way we lost the other two cars so
we parked up in a little town where we had
arranged to meet up. After a little while, the local
police officer asked what we were doing so we
explained and he said okay. However, we decided
to back up on the road and look for the others, but
there was no sign of them. I must explain at this
point that I had changed cars, so I was now
travelling with Andy, Keith Woods and Ian. We
eventually decided to give up waiting for the
others (we knew we’d meet up with them sooner
or later) and press on. We passed through Rollin
Fork (where Muddy Waters was born) and after a
while we came across a Juke Joint that was quite
amazing! As we walked in, Jerry Lee Lewis’
‘Whole Lotta Shakin’ Going On’ was playing on
the Jukebox and the people asked why we’d
stopped in a Redneck Bar like this. People were
leapfrogging about and there was a nude drawing
of Dolly Parton that they were quite proud of. We
bought a couple of kegs of beer and Ian was
given a picture of some cotton pickers. During the
evening they asked us about England and we had
to sign their visitors book. We left there about
10.30pm and were quite pleased we’d lost the
others otherwise we would never have found the
Juke Joint. We were refreshed after being on the
road since 7.30pm and we’d only stopped a

Keith Woods








WAY DOWN YONDER INC.
(Motorvatin’ Rock'n'Roll Party 1996)
(Part 2)
by Darren Vidler
th

DAY FIVE: APRIL 24 (Wednesday)
Got up, had breakfast and checked out of the
motel. We decided to all do our own thing, some
wanting to go to Graceland while others just
wanted to walk round Memphis. I went off on my
own to look for Radio Station WDIA from where
Rufus Thomas used to broadcast and WREC
where Sam Phillips used to broadcast from preSun Records. WREC used to be in the Peabody
hotel but is now in an office block in Beale Street.
I was looking for WHBQ’s old offices at the hotel
Chiska but couldn’t find it at the time (I went back
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couple of hours. We then continued our journey to
Vicksburg, stopping at a Super 8 motel midway at
midnight. Unfortunately, because we’d lost the
others they had our luggage and we had theirs
(the women’s!) so we had a snack and headed off
to bed.

night at 7pm and go and have a meal and plan
anything else we had in mind for the evening.
Anyway, back to the day - after our little wander
we then went and saw the Hackberry Ramblers
between 3.25 and 4.15pm. They play
country/rockabilly music and are from Hackberry,
Louisiana, hence the name and have been
together as a group since 1933 (in fact Eddie
Schuler, founder of Goldband Records was once
a member). A great set! I then walked across to
the Music Heritage stage where Frankie Ford was
giving an interview until, at about 5.15, it was time
for his set to start which he began with ‘Alimony’,
‘Roberta’ and Little Willie John’s ‘All Around The
World’. He then proceeded to do ‘Rock A Bye
Baby With A Dixie Melody’ and some Sammy
Kahn stuff. The crowd dwindled while he did this
but when he played ‘Sea Cruise’ the crowd came
back. Got back, had a shower and a meal and
then went out to the Mermaid Lounge to see the
Hackberry Ramblers again. They were even
better than before but it was in a really seedy part
of town.
To be continued
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DAY SIX: APRIL 25 (Thursday)
Got up about 8 o’clock for breakfast then headed
off for Vicksburg. We met the others at about 11
o'clock; we just stumbled across them in the
street and left at midday for Ferriday, stopping off
in St. Francisville, Port Gibson and Natchez to
look at some of the southern architecture. We
arrived in Ferriday at 2.30pm our intention being
to visit the Lewis House Museum, home of Jerry
Lee’s sister Frankie Jean but unfortunately she
was out, so her husband showed us round. There
were not as many photos as we’d thought there
would be but we were told there were loads of
other boxes up in the attic they hadn’t gone
through yet.
Our car then went on to Baton Rouge while the
others did their own thing again. There wasn’t
much to see in Baton Rouge except an old steam
train with a museum on board but it had just
closed for the day at 5pm and we’d arrived ten
minutes after. At this point we decided to grab a
bite so we found a burger bar down the road, and
when we got inside we found it had a great
Jukebox with nothing but 50s tracks. We were in
heaven with Don and Juan, Dion etc. As there
was nothing else in Baton Rouge, we headed off
to New Orleans, arriving about 7.30pm where we
met up with the others who were staying at the
Provincial hotel. Went out for a drink with Andy
and Keith down Bourbon Street and came back at
2am, had a chat with Ken and Lynne then myself
and Martyn went on to our hotel, the Pelham,
which the cab driver had difficulty finding as it was
tucked away a bit. Had a shower and went to bed.









REVIEW OF WILDEST CATS
IN TOWN # 3 WEEKENDER
July 6 Suffolk
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DAY SEVEN: APRIL 26 (Friday)
On this, the first day of Jazzfest, Martyn and I met
up with the others at the Provincial at 10am where
we had some breakfast come early lunch which
turned out to be quite pricey at $58 for all of us. I
can’t remember what everyone else had (which
was only light as I only remember them having
coffee, that's all) but I had a chicken sandwich,
certainly not worth this kind of price! By the time
we got to the festival it was 12.50pm and we
thought we’d missed Henry Gray but he wasn’t
appearing after all so we just saw Tabby Thomas
who was billed to appear with him. Most of the
time we found it best to walk round the site on our
own and meet up with some of the guys when
certain artists were on otherwise we’d be looking
round for people all the time, so I wandered
around looking at the food, book and record stalls.
We decided to meet up at the Gospel Tent each

Although this was the Tennessee Club's third
‘Wildest Cats In Town’ weekender, it was the first
to he held at Pontin’s Pakefield Holiday Village,
just outside Lowestoft, and was a sell-out. I went
with Frank Walker, met quite a few old friends
there and thoroughly enjoyed it. The fact that
breakfast and evening meal were included in the
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price, and that you could eat as much as you like,
with free electricity thrown in, made this
weekender extremely good value as well. The
meals were self-service, and there was always a
wide choice available.

Screamin' Lordship and Screamin' Jay Hawkins.
After fairly straight versions of Kidd's 'Shakin' All
Over' and 'Great Balls of Fire', Ritchie Gee used a
prop pistol to 'shoot' Dave, and 'blood' spurted out
of his chest. This was an intro to 'Murder In The
Graveyard', which was followed by Sutch's 'Jack
The Ripper' in a black cloak, and then a tribute to
Screamin' Jay in the form of 'Alligator Wine' (with
an enlarged 'Henry' on a stick!). 'Boney Maronie',
'Good Golly Miss Molly' and a medley of 'Johnny
B. Goode/Bye Bye Johnny/Rock'n'Roll Is Here To
Stay' closed a very entertaining, professional act
which included such feats and illusions as 'sawing
off' a Teddy boy's hand, sword-swallowing (with
more fake blood), juggling with burning torches,
blowing out fire from his mouth and a female
ghoul 'chopping Dave's head off' with a guillotine.
It was good to see the rock and horror tradition of
Hawkins and Sutch carried on by this very
presentable young man who obviously has a great
deal of talent, both as an illusionist and a singer.

The camp has one big ballroom, plus the smaller
Prince's Hall, both with a stage. There is also a
small stage and a cinema screen in the Queen
Vic bar outside the restaurant, plus all the usual
Pontin's facilities (indoor pool, etc.). The other
attractive thing about this weekender is that it
takes place in what is technically termed
'summer', in early July, though on this occasion
we didn't see much of the sun.
Opening the proceedings on the Friday night were
Johnny Fox and The Hunters, who are not one
of my favourite groups I must admit. However they
were much better than I expected, with a good
overall sound. They did a set of standards (with a
few Crazy Cavan numbers thrown in), performing
some minor acrobatics with the double bass
during Berry's 'Let It Rock'. 'Washing Machine
Boogie' was a song you don't often hear
performed live nowadays.
Few people knew quite
what to expect for the
next act, billed as 'the
ultimate
tribute
to
Screamin' Lord Sutch Dave Savage and his
Savages.’ This turned
out to be quite a
highlight, and Dave
Savage was certainly
the ‘discovery' of this
weekender. I am not
sure of his background.
Friends in Norwich
suggested it could even
be some real aristocrat
who calls himself Dave 'Rock' Savage and who
was officially involved in the Queen Mother's
funeral and other royal occasions, but who is also
a rock star. (He’s actually a graphic design artist
from Huddersfield – FatBelly) I can't say if this is
the same person but he certainly seemed to be an
accomplished illusionist and singer, quite young
and part of the Official Monster Ravin' Loony
brigade. He opened in traditional Lord Sutch style
by being carried on in a coffin, and singing 'I Hear
You Knockin' On My Coffin Lid'. When he
emerged he looked like a young David Sutch (who
had been featured on BBC's 'Jukebox Heroes'
earlier in the week) complete with white horror
makeup, top hat and long hair.

Top of the bill Friday night was the South London
doo-wop group, The Extraordinaires. Not being
well up on doo-wop I can't name all the songs they
sang, but they did their usual very energetic,
entertaining act including numbers like 'It's No
Joke When You're Broke', 'Shut Your Mouth',
'Goodnight Sweetheart', 'Who Stole My Chicken'
and a great 'Ruby Baby' followed by an equally
good 'Marie Marie' during which they performed
some limbo dancing with a broomstick. 'Sincerely',
'Life Could Be A Dream', 'Little Darlin'', ''60 Minute
Man', 'Rock, Rock & Roll' and 'Why' finished their
set.
In the early hours of Saturday morning the
German band, The Kentucky Boys, closed the
day's proceedings. I particularly liked a very
innovative up-tempo version of 'Danny Boy'
renamed 'Teddy Boy'(!) and a really beautiful 'Hi
Lily Hi Lo' done Gene Vincent style.
First on the bill Saturday, at 4pm in the afternoon,
there was a good turnout for bonus band, the
incredible Avengers. Carlton TV was there
making a documentary which will be shown in the
Metroland series in November in the London area
(they also filmed the Comets on the Sunday, and
the car cruise the same day to meet the Comets
from Lowestoft station.). The Avengers are always
a top notch group, one of Britain's best, and their

However he was NOT a carbon copy of Lord
Sutch, but had his own repertoire and an original
stage act obviously inspired by the likes of His
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set went as follows: 'She
Walks Right In', 'Say
Yeah', 'Sugaree', 'Lucille',
'The Walk', pianist Liam
Grundy did the vocals on
Berry's 'Back In The
USA',
followed
by
guitarist Dave Briggs
singing 'I'm A Rock'n'Roll
Rollin' Stone', then back
to Cliff Emonds for
'Cherokee
Boogie',
'Tears On My Pillow',
'You Got Me Rockin'',
'200lbs of Hard Time',
'Hello Josephine', 'Buona
Sera', 'Jump, Jive &
Wail', 'Can't Believe You Wanna Leave' (with
Cliff's 'dying' routine), 'Fannie Brown Got Married',
'Man Of Constant Sorrow', 'Real Gone Lover' and
an encore of 'Caledonia'.

Frank and myself centre stage, so we got a
fantastic view of those fingers (and right foot) on
the keyboard!
Backed by The Avengers, Linda did a great set,
opening with Jerry's 'Boogie Woogie Country Man
(Girl)' followed by 'Blue Moon Of Kentucky',
'Jambalaya', 'Roll Over Beethoven', Wanda
Jackson's 'Let Have A Party', and a poignant
number entitled 'Why Did I Have To Lose The
Sweetest Love I Ever Had'. This was followed by
the up-tempo 'We Had A Love So Real', then
'Shake, Rattle and Roll', 'Pick Me Up (Kiss My
Ass) On Your Way Down', 'Johnny B. Goode',
'Let's Talk About Us' and a rocking unexpurgated
version of 'What'd I Say' parts 1 and 2 ('a little bit
higher baby!). Fantastic stuff! Cavan Grogan was
to remark later in the evening that Jerry Lee once
said Rock’n’Roll was men's music, implying it
couldn't be sung by females, but as Cavan so
rightly remarked, Linda Gail is a woman with balls!

Equally good Welsh
band,
The
Rimshots, were the
first on after dinner
and they opened
with 'I Fell In Love',
followed by 'My
Bucket's Got A Hole
In It' (the first of
several
Hank
Williams songs we
heard
over
the
weekend),
Bob
Luman's 'My Baby
Walks All Over Me',
'Blue Days Black
Nights', 'Hep Cat
Baby', 'One More Beer' and 'Pick A Bale Of
Cotton' with the drummer on washboard. Another
Hank Williams number 'Honky Tonk Blues',
'Ramblin' Man', 'Lay My Money Down',
'Sentimental Fool', 'Dancin' Doll', a couple of
numbers the title of which I'm not sure of - 'Lord
Won't You Buy Me...' and Little Jimmy Dickens'
'Shuffle On Sal'(?), closing with Johnny Burnette's
'Please Don't Leave' and 'Woodpecker Rock'.

Carl Perkins' 'Boppin' The Blues' followed, then
four of her brother's songs: 'High School
Confidential', 'Whole Lotta Shakin'', 'Great Balls Of
Fire', and 'Old Black Joe'. Next Cliff Edmonds
joined Linda on stage for a duet on 'Real Gone
Lover', then Linda responded to a request from
the audience and did the most beautiful version of
'Fools Like Me' I've ever heard. Honestly, it was as
good as Jerry's Sun original! Not only Linda's
superb country voice (which I actually think is
even better than her rockin' side) but some
breathtaking country piano which was every bit as
good as her brother's. I also liked her little spoken
ad lib ('I wish I could') after the line 'I can't change
the way I feel' which added to the authentic Lewis
country sound. By now the stage crew were
frantically signalling to Linda that she was way

Dutch band Ronnie Nightingale and The
Haydocks opened with Perkins' 'Put Your Cat
Clothes On' followed by a set of mainly selfpenned, fast rockabilly numbers, then it was time
for the top of Saturday evening's bill, Linda Gail
Lewis.
As soon as I saw the electric piano being set up at
the side of the stage I knew the sound crew had
never seen Linda before. I tried to tell them to
move the piano to centre stage, but they ignored
me. However Linda came out and soon made
clear where she wanted the piano; right in front of
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over time, but she carried on regardless with a
really great version of 'I'll Sail My Ship Alone',
finishing her long set with 'Rocking My Life Away'.
(Some people were confused as to who exactly
Linda was, a couple at the bus-stop the next day
describing her vaguely as 'someone's sister-inlaw'! Others were simply amazed at how young
she looked, insisting she couldn't possibly be
more than her mid 40s. Most of those who had
never seen her before seemed to be justifiably
impressed by her performance.)

to play 'Only Wanna
Rock' and 'Marie
Marie', Graham took
over vocals again on
Ray Campi's 'Rockin'
At The Ritz' followed
by Hank Williams'
'Settin' The Woods
On
Fire',
'When
Johnny The Reb
Comes
Marchin'
Home' (rebel flags
waving
in
the
audience), Presley's
'Don't Leave Me
Now',
'Rockabilly
Rebel' (more rebel
flags on and off
stage), 'Midnight Dynamos' and a medley for their
finale encore which included 'Old Black
Joe/Shakin'/Little Queenie/Tulane/Ain't Got A
Thing'. A great set, part of which was filmed by
Carlton. A nice touch was two little girls, one no
more than about 3 years old, waving rebel flags
alongside Graham as he sung a number towards
the end of his set. ('Not PC' I hear you say; read
my article The Rebel Flag in a past TFTW or on
my website!)

Everybody's favourite Welsh band (I know you luv
'em really, Charles!) Crazy Cavan and the
Rhythm Rockers closed the Saturday night show
in the early hours of Sunday morning, provoking
the usual over-enthusiastic audience reaction.
'She's The One To Blame' followed by 'Teddyboy
Rock'n'Roll', 'Wildest Cat In Town', 'Teddyboy
Boogie', 'Drinkin' Wine Spo-Dee-O-Dee', 'Boogie
Woogie Country Girl', 'Flip, Flop & Fly' and Hank
Williams' 'Tennessee Border'. Then Linda Gail,
who plays piano on Cavan's latest CD (Rhythm
Rockin' Blues, Crazy Rhythm CRCD07) joined the
band on piano for the next few numbers: 'Big Blon'
Baby', 'I Go Ape', 'My Little Teddygirl', 'Rhythm
Rockin' Blues', 'Whatcha Gonna Do When The
Creek Runs Dry', and also 'Old Black Joe', during
which she shared vocals with Cavan Grogan.
Linda was obviously thoroughly enjoying herself
and the antics of Cavan and the audience, and
played some really frantic, pounding piano. After
Linda left the stage Cavan continued with 'My
Little Sister's Got A Motorbike' during which the
bouncers gave up trying to stop people from
climbing on the stage as there was a mass
invasion by audience members. 'My Bonnie Lies
Over The Ocean' followed, then a number from
their new CD 'Teddyboy Flick Knife Rock'n'Roll'
and 'Trouble Trouble'. By the time they got on to
'Rockabilly Rules OK' I could contain myself no
longer and jumped up on stage with Cavan and
other Teddyboys. ('Tales From The Woods'
reader Gordon Robinson confirms that to his
amazement Tony Papard was totally out of control
up on stage and generally behaving like a yobbo!).
After an encore of 'Boppin' & Shakin' Cavan left
the stage with the clock ticking away towards 3
a.m.

Finally we got to the highlight of the whole
weekend, the return once again of Bill Haley's
original Comets. Resplendent in red jackets they
opened with 'Shake Rattle and Roll', followed by
'Birth Of The Boogie' and 'Eat Your Heart Out
Annie'. Franny Beecher then did the instrumental
'Steel Guitar Rag' which was followed by the
Comets' first hit 'Crazy Man Crazy', then 'I Want
You For My Baby', 'Now Dig This' from their
Jodimars’ days, then 'See You Later, Alligator',
'Buona Sera', 'Viagra Rock' and 'We Ain't Dead
Yet' (the last three are great rocking numbers, all
from their new CD Aged to Perfection, Rollin'
Rock CD-114). Carlton were filming this great set,
or parts of it, and it continued with 'The House Is
Rockin', 'You're The Greatest', 'Rock-A-Beatin'
Boogie', two Louis Armstrong numbers from sax
player Joey D'Ambroso on vocals for 'Hello Dolly'

Sunday I only caught the two main bands, the first
of which was Graham Fenton's Matchbox. After
the band opened with Berry's 'Thirty Days',
Graham came on stage in a smart white jacket to
rock thru 'The Train Kept A-Rollin'', 'Comin'
Home', 'The Guy Who Ran My Baby Down', 'Buzz
Buzz A Diddle It', 'Tear It Up' and 'When You Ask
About Love'. The band performed 'Dancin' With A
Hurricane' and Don Gibson's 'Lonesome Me', then
Graham returned in his Gene Vincent gear to
perform 'Baby Blue', 'Lotta Lovin'', 'I Knocked And
I Knocked' and 'Be-Bop-A-Lula'. Leaving the band
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and 'Wonderful World', then the showpiece
'Rudy's Rock' with Marshall foolin' around with his
double-bass, before closing with 'Rock Around
The Clock' (a 2002 version is also on their CD),
'Saints' Rock'n'Roll' and 'Rock The Joint'. The
Comets were on stage for well over an hour, and
it was a well-paced show with jokes from
Marshall, and most of the Comets taking a turn on
vocals. In fact Britain's Jacko Buddin took a back
seat much of the time, with Marshall doing a lot of
the singing. Only Johnny Grande on piano didn't
contribute to the vocals. As Marshall hinted, with
their amazing stamina and an act like this they
could still be performing on stage in another 10 or
20 years! A fantastic end to a great weekender!

Sweet Soul Music records the rise and fall of Stax
Records and other labels such as Atlantic, as well
as profiling such major artists as Aretha Franklin,
Sam Cooke, James Brown, Solomon Burke and
Al Green.
"Buy this book! In years to come it will seem
like a bargain compared with all the wonderful
records you will have to buy after reading the
vivid accounts of Sweet Soul Music." - Elvis
Costello

Lost Highway is a stirring
tribute to American roots
music and spotlights artists
both
celebrated
and
obscure, including Elvis
Presley, Ernest Tubb, Bobby
Bland, Merle Haggard and
Sleepy LaBeef. This book
brings to life the people, the
songs
and
the
performances that forever
changed not only the
American country music
scene but America itself.

Well, there was another band on (The
Skyrockets from the north of England) but I had
to pack ready for going home next morning, and
anyway how could you top The Comets'
performance? Anything after that had to be an
anti-climax. Thanks, Ritchie, for a great
weekender. Next July Scotty Moore and Rocky
Burnette headline for Wildest Cats In Town #4 at
Pakefield.

"No one I've read writes as well about
musicians and their music as well as Peter
Guralnick." - Roddy Doyle

Tickets for these two shows are available through
the usual Mean Fiddler ticket outlets.
This is happening too often lately.
Billy Ward of the Dominoes died Feb.15, 2002, at
80. Billy Ward and the Dominoes were sometimes
known just as the Dominoes.
Billy Ward studied music as a child in Los
Angeles, and at the age of 14 won a nationwide
contest with his composition 'Dejection'. During a
spell in the US Army in the early 40's he took up
boxing, and continued with the sport when he was
released. After working as a sports columnist for
the Transradio Express, and spending some time
with a New York advertising agency, Ward
became a vocal coach in his own studio at
Carnegie Hall, and founded the Dominoes in
1950. Ward rarely sang, but, over the years, was
the only constant member of the group.

Tony Papard









Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits
A night out with a good book
I thought some of our members may be interested
in one or both of these evenings. The Garage is at
20-22 Highbury Corner, London N5 (020 7607
1818), right by Highbury & Islington tube station.
th

Ward originally formed the group as a gospel unit,
and as such, they appeared on the Arthur Godfrey
Talent Show. However, they began singing more
blues numbers, and in the early 50's, made the R
& B charts with 'Do Something For Me', 'Sixty
Minute Man' (written by Ward and regarded by
many as the prototype Rock’n’Roll record,
featuring a scorching lead vocal from McPhatter),
'I Am With You', 'Have Mercy Baby', 'I'd Be
Satisfied', 'One Mint Julep', 'That's What You're
Doing To Me', 'The Bells', 'Rags To Riches' and
'These Foolish Things'.

th

August 27 & August 28 , Peter Guralnick &
Charlie Gillett & Charles Shaar Murray, Upstairs at
The Garage, Admission £5.
Peter Guralnick has written extensively on
American music and musicians. His books include
the prize winning two-volume Elvis Presley
biography' Last Train to Memphis and Careless
Love; the biographical inquiry Searching For
Robert Johnson and the novel Nighthawk Blues.
On these two nights Peter will be interviewed by
th
Charlie Gillett on Sweet Soul Music (27 ) and by
th
Charles Shaar Murray on Lost Highway (28 ).
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Oh Lordy, another one.
Alan Lomax, the celebrated musicologist who
helped preserve America's and the world's
heritage by making thousands of recordings of
folk, blues and jazz musicians from the 1930s
th
onward, died in Florida on Friday Jul 19 . He was
87.

1950’S SCRAPBOOK
Part 2

PRIVATE TRANSPORT
by Neil Foster

He was the son of folklorist John A. Lomax,
whose 1910 book "Cowboy Songs and Other
Frontier Ballads" was a pioneering work in the
field of music preservation. Among the famous
songs it saved for posterity was "Home on the
Range." Alan Lomax was still in his teens when he
began assisting his father's efforts to interview
and record musicians of almost every stripe. Long
before tape recording became feasible, the work
entailed lugging around recording equipment that
weighed hundreds of pounds.

The most common form of private transport was,
of course, the humble push-bike. When the
factory hooter sounded at the end of the day and
the workers poured out of the gate, there were so
many cyclists it looked like the start of the Tour de
France.
No safety helmets or Dayglo wear then. The
heavy, voluminous yellow capes that cyclists(and
particularly the police) wore in rainy weather
always seemed very dangerous to me as they
entirely covered the rider from the neck down and
draped loosely over the handlebars and the top of
the machine, they seemed to be in constant
danger of getting caught up in the spokes(and in a
high wind, blowing the whole machine over.)

He also did extensive work in Spain, Italy, Britain
and the Caribbean. He worked to compile a world
survey of folk songs, which deepened the
understanding of the links between peoples.
When interest in Cajun music and its cousin,
zydeco, exploded in the 1980s, for example, a
two-album set of the Lomaxes' recordings from
the 1930s was issued. In 1994, his book "The
Land Where the Blues Began" won the National
Book Critics Circle award for most distinguished
non-fiction of 1993. It documented the stories,
musicians and listeners behind blues music.

Cycling is always hard work and for those who
had to do a lot of travelling in hilly districts as part
of their job(like postmen) motorised assistance
soon became available: a simple two-stroke motor
which could be attached to the back
wheel(sometimes the entire wheel was replaced)
to achieve a modest speed of about 25mph for no
effort.

Sadly it seems that bad news does come in
threes.
Bit o' sad news, folks: I just heard that doo-wop
singer (and later a baseball player with the
Milwaukee Braves) Arthur Lee Maye has
succumbed to cancer. Another great vocalist
gone....
That is another one from next November’s
Rhythm Riot line up done gone. However the
news is that the late Boyd Bennett has been
replaced by Hardrock Gunter.

Motorbikes were a popular choice for cheap travel
and with a motorcycle and sidecar a small
family(man and wife on the bike and two small
children in the sidecar) could be transported to the
holiday camp or the seaside. However, this
arrangement increased wind resistance and
lowered mpg and a further slight problem was that
the combination demanded a different technique
of steering. Manufacturers tried to solve the
problem by streamlining the sidecar, using bullet
or rocket shapes.

Statement from Ronnie Hawkins' Family
Ronnie Hawkins will undergo surgery on Tuesday,
August 13, 2002 at the Toronto General Hospital
for the removal of a tumour on his pancreas.
Ronnie and some of Canada's top specialists in
the field are very optimistic that the Hawk will
enjoy a full recovery.
Ronnie is in high spirits (no pun intended!) and
thanks his many friends and fans for their good
wishes and prayers. "Keep on Rockin'!" says the
Hawk, who plans to tour this autumn with his new
CD, "Still Cruisin'", which will be released August
27, 2002.
Tony Wilkinson







Not until the end of the 50’s did motorbikes
become within reach of the average young man,
when hire purchase restrictions were relaxed and
the amount of deposit one had to put down was
reduced.
For really cheap motoring there was the bubblecar or the three-wheeler, which could be driven
using a motorcycle licence. The bubble-car was
so light it could be lifted and moved by hand but
as it was so small and low down on the ground it
could be quite frightening in heavy traffic,
surrounded by towering buses and lorries. In a
crash, there was no protection whatsoever.
Nor was there much more in the three wheeler
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like the Reliant Robin or the Bond Minicar but the
high power-to-weight ratio, fibreglass body and
spectacular mpg made them very popular. The
foreign three wheelers like the Messerschmitt had
the single wheel at the back, which gave better
roadholding and handling but for some reason in
Britain, this arrangement never caught on.

Enterprises, the company formed after his death
to market his image as a trademark, are rare and
these are two of the best. Both are very well
written and researched and even though they
have been around for some years lots of fans may
not have read them. If not, let me recommend
both of them.

Then there were scooters like the Vespa or
Lambretta but these were not particularly safe
either, as the rider sat above his centre of gravity
and a strong sidewind could easily topple bike and
rider. The small wheels picked up every bump and
pothole in the road, as well.

They should be read together as, although they
overlap to some degree, the Dirk Vellenga book is
an in-depth account of the life of Tom Parker up to
1983 when the courts relieved him of his right to
Presley earnings while the Sean O’Neal book is
the story of how Priscilla Beaulieu rescued the
estate from bankruptcy after Elvis’s death with
such business acumen that Elvis is now worth
more dead than he was alive!

Very few teenagers in the 50’s could afford a car
and I remember a friend who was a trainee
journalist buying an old Ford Popular to run us
around in – it had a crash gearbox and orange
plastic indicators and a starting handle
somewhere, too, probably.

Dirk Vellenga is the Dutch journalist who first
revealed that Colonel Tom Parker was in reality
Andreas van Kuijk, born in Breda, Holland. He
stowed away in a boat bound for the United States
in 1929 and became an illegal immigrant. He
never had a passport, which explains why Elvis
did not tour outside North America.

At the other extreme, a colleague in Liverpool
Public Libraries, whose father owned a
timberyard, once took a few of us along the East
Lancs Road at 100mph in his father’s Jaguar – no
70mph speed limit then, of course.

The King of the Conmen started his career of
chicanery and hustling as a child in his hometown
and then perfected his art in the States while
working as a carnival “advance man” in the South,
as a dogcatcher for a small Florida city and then a
promoter for country music acts, during which
time he met Elvis.

That reminds me of a ludicrous episode of
“Bergerac”, the detective series set on the island
of Jersey, when Jim chased a villain on a
motorbike(a Kawasaki, I think) in his Triumph
Roadster, through the streets of St Helier. Now, if
he had been driving a Ford GT40 or a 7-litre
Shelby Cobra, he might have been able to keep
up with the bike, but the Triumph Roadster,
though it might have looked sporty and fairly fast
was, like most 40’s/50’s British cars, a slowcoach,
with a top speed of 80mph and a 0 to 60 time of
about a week(with a following wind).(And anyway,
why was he chasing the villain at all? Jersey’s an
island. He couldn’t get far!)
To be continued

Few people in the Fifties knew of Parker’s
exorbitant fees and percentages for managing
Elvis or that he was the only manager who ended
up earning more than his client! Instead he was
admired for his brass neck and audacity and his
readiness to sell Elvis at every opportunity (he
collected discarded 10” x 8” glossy photos of Elvis
left on the floor at concerts and re-sold them and
even made money selling “I Hate Elvis” badges!)
True, he made serious mistakes, like booking
Presley into the New Frontier Hotel in Las Vegas
in 1956 where he predictably failed to wow the
middle-aged clientele with their middle-of-the-road
musical tastes but Elvis was so hot then that it
proved just a temporary hiccup in his meteoric
career.

BOOK REVIEWS
by Neil Foster
ELVIS AND THE COLONEL
by Dirk Vellenga with Mick Farren
Grafton Books 1989

Parker’s downfall came after Vernon Presley’s
death. Presley’s father had looked after his son’s
money (Elvis instructed him to make sure that
there was always at least a million dollars in his
checking (“current”) account) and when Vernon
died new executors of the estate had to be
appointed; included in the documentation
presented to court was a request to extend
Parker’s management contract. The judge
happened to notice that the contract gave the

ELVIS INC. – The Fall and Rise of
the Presley Empire,
by Sean O’Neal
Prima Publishing 1996
Books on Elvis are legion and as we approach the
25th anniversary of his death on August 16th
there will, no doubt, be many more.
Books on Colonel Tom Parker and Elvis Presley
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Colonel 50% of the estate’s income! He naturally
thought this was an outrageous percentage and
not in the best interests of the beneficiary of the
estate – Presley’s only child, his daughter Lisa
Marie. He called for a full report and discovered a
wardrobe full of skeletons!

I haven’t mentioned Elvis’s legendary generosity,
most of which (according to the book) was
anonymous but let Sean O’Neal have the last
word:
“When all is said and done, things haven’t really
changed that much for Elvis Presley. From the
moment he hit it big in 1956 until the day he died,
he was surrounded by people who used him. The
gifted boy from Tupelo who simply wanted a nice
home for his mother, the loyalty of friends and
family, and the chance to do what he did best,
died lonely in a crowd.

It wasn’t just Parker who had ripped off Elvis for
years but RCA, too: they paid him half the royalty
rate of lesser stars like the Beatles, Elton John,
and the Rolling Stones. Then in March 1973
Parker sold the rights to 700 of Elvis’s records
made before that date to RCA for about $5.4
million dollars (Parker got half and the IRS
(Internal Revenue Service) got half of Elvis’s
share.) Like almost all of Parker’s decisions, Elvis
was not consulted.

The story of Elvis Presley is ultimately a tragedy.
It’s a tragedy that one so talented, who rose so
fast and inspired so many, died so young; and
that, to a great extent, he brought his death and
so much of his estate’s mismanagement on
himself. It’s also a tragedy that those closest to
him – those who helped him achieve such
incredible stardom and who shared his life –
betrayed his trust, generosity, and finally, his
memory for as much cash as they could get.”
Poor Boy.

There is a lot more in the book about Parker’s
wheeling and dealing which cost Elvis a fortune
but even worse is the way he interfered in his
private life. Who would have believed that Elvis’s
marriage to Priscilla in 1967 was yet another
publicity stunt by the Colonel? Or that Elvis was
not allowed to invite his own choice of guests? Or
that most of his friends, “The Memphis Mafia”,
were not even invited to the ceremony? And just
to show who was boss, Parker even cancelled the
honeymoon!









JAZZ JUNCTION

Since Elvis left only $7 million dollars, a paltry
amount for such a world famous entertainer (the
second most recognized name and face in the
world we are told; the first is Mickey Mouse) and
Graceland was hit with massive tax and
inheritance demands, Priscilla and her advisors
thought of a masterly plan. They would copyright
the likeness of Elvis Presley and issue
commercial licences for anyone who wished to
use it in any way (except in books and photos,
which are exempt) and with an army of worldwide
legal monitors they have succeeded beyond their
wildest dreams. At the time “Elvis Inc.” was
written, the author estimated that EPE (Elvis
Presley Enterprises) raked in at least $100 million
dollars a year. It’s bound to be much more than
that today.

North Sea Jazz Festival
12, 13 & 14 July 2002
July for those here at Jazz Junction means only
one thing – Holland and an opportunity to sample
a railway service that is all that Britain’s is not i.e.
cheap, clean and punctual. No I don’t mean that. I
am, of course, referring to the North Sea Jazz
Festival which takers place every summer in The
Hague in the Congresgebouw, a building similar to
but larger in size than the Royal Festival Hall. It is
quite a varied
festival and ‘nonjazz’ music is
always included,
so blinkers (or
should that be
earplugs?) should
be left at home.

As the author points out, the popularity of Elvis
Presley has grown beyond the power of anyone,
even EPE, to control. For example, when “Aloha
in Hawaii” was broadcast in Japan it attracted a
staggering 98% of the viewing audience!
Immediately after Elvis’s death, there was such a
demand for his records that the RCA
computerised ordering service overloaded and
shut down. I also recall reading somewhere that
Elvis is the only English-speaking singer ever to
make an impact in the traditionally chauvinist
French Canadian market and of course the UK
has the largest Fan Club base in the world
(20,000 plus).

With music being performed for eight hours each
evening on thirteen different stages the challenge,
rather like Jazzfest, is to balance the desires to
see those you like and have seen before, those
you know by record but have not seen before,
those (known or unknown) you think you might
like and plan your schedule against the
constraints of clashes and overlapping. Good
choices equal a good festival.
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I started off at the stage where there are the most
comfortable seats with Jane Monheit who is one
of the current proliferation of white ‘jazz’ singers
and a very talented one. However, like many of
them, she needs to be more earthy and less like
toothpaste. On the other hand Angelique Kidjo, a
star from Benin, is a dynamic little girl who mixes
western influences to produce attractive African
crossover music. A haunting rendition of Malaika
as a tribute to Miriam Makeba (an idol) was a
standout. It was just a shame that some of the
audience in the cavernous Statenhal could not be
bothered.

interrupted by arthritis after a short spell with Art
Blakey. Cuban born Gonzalo Rubalcaba was
another pianist to delight. It was a reflective
performance derived from his classical training
rather than the sort of freedom associated with his
Latin roots.
Powerful and long limbed drummer Elvin Jones,
a mainstay of John Coltrane bands for many
years, fronted his own group. With saxophonist
Pat Labarbare’s style heavily derived from John
Coltrane, Trane’s influence over the set was as
inevitable as it was welcome. Italian saxophonist
Stefano Di Battista was influenced by Art Pepper
instead and his growing reputation was underlined
as leader of his own group.

Kenny Barron, a commanding bop pianist (and
one of my favourites), rang the changes with a
group of Brazilian musicians and Andrew Hill, a
brilliant pianist from the halcyon days of Blue
Note, gave reminders of his outstanding past in
trio settings.

The opportunity was taken to see singer Oleta
Adams for the first time. Her gospel background
promised much but her discovery singing in
cabaret was more indicative of her singing voice,
which was pure and too straight to be anything
more than pleasant. Judy Roberts, pianist and
vocalist, came highly recommended and was
seen with a quality pick-up group. Consequently
the set was mostly jazz standards but
nevertheless very enjoyable.

Philadelphia’s latest modern soul sensation, Bilal,
had quite a good voice but his material was not
particularly memorable. (This assessment was
later backed up by one of the sugarbabes at work
who had purchased his debut album). A black cap
was perched on top of Bilal’s dreadlocks and he
wore tee shirt and grey baggy tracksuit bottoms.
He also promised that his ‘black brother’ would
give five minutes of pleasure as he indulged in
hand motions borrowed from Michael Jackson.
Another Nu-Soul singer was Angie Stone and her
second visit to the North Sea Jazz Festival saw a
move to the Statenhal which was fully justified.
Her mahogany soaked voice and walnut flavoured
backing singers were top drawer. She was a class
act aided by the fact that her best songs borrow
heavily from some of the classics of Motown or
Philadelphia International.

Buddy Guy was naturally avoided but
unfortunately one of my selections was not to see
Ike Turner as I expected to see him in London on
my return. Not only were my alternatives not very
enjoyable but Ike cancelled in London. Instead I
went to see drummer Terry Lyne Carrington who
at a previous festival had been outstanding in a
Kenny Barron trio. However as leader of her own
band, her choice was brooding fusion music.
Unfortunately fusion music is not my choice and I
moved on to see bass player Victor Bailey.
However I had confused him with another Victor
and I again found myself in the fusion waiting
room.

One of the jazz musicians I had to see was
saxophonist Archie Shepp (anyone who records
a number called I’m Dreaming Of A Black
Christmas is all right by me). Known in the past for
his experimentations in free jazz and sometimes
harsh sounds, it was rather a shock to be listening
to a vocal set albeit with lengthy solos. Vocals
were shared with pianist Amina Claudine Meyers
of gospel renown and Do You Want To Be Saved
had all the spiritual involvement of a prayer
meeting. By the end pleasure had won through as
the initial reaction was forgotten.

It took a soul maestro to lift my spirits again as I
arrived at Leon Ware for a singalong ‘That’s Why
I Came To California’ followed by 'If I Ever Lose
This Heaven' a song of resolute desperation.
Leon’s classics Rocking You Eternally and I Want
You were a natural high and Underneath This
Weakness from his forthcoming CD promised
much. The last act in the Statenhal was Chaka
Khan but the over-amplification, the rock guitar
and failing stamina found me edging towards the
bar. I would have made Boogie Boy the last act
of the festival but, although I could hear him, I
could not see him. Probably because of the
propensity of this 50+, short, fat Belgian to indulge
in crowd surfing so that the audience was forever
backing away.

On one of my frequent trips to the piano room, I
caught Cedar Walton whose piano trio was top
class with the muscular and swinging drummer
Alvin Queen and virtuoso bassist Niels-Henning
Orsted Pedersen (known to the jazz fraternity as
NHOP). The set was an enjoyable mix of rhythmic
songs and gently swinging, sentimental ballads. It
was also good to see little known pianist Donald
Brown, a prolific composer whose career was
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Porretta Soul
Festival

Bass
player
Dwayne
Thomas was an eleventh
hour replacement for Randy
Middleton who had suffered
a heart attack and was
recovering in a hospital in
Bologna. Otherwise Ann
was singing in front of her
own working band, a fact
which
resulted
in
an
assured,
relaxed
and
confident
performance,
which was described as the
best he had seen her by a
man whose judgement is
most highly respected by
those who work in the Soul
Kitchen, the Professor of
Rhythm & Blues at Guildford
University.

5, 6 & 7 July 2002
Edition 15 of the Porretta Soul festival was rather
like a set of faulty coloured lights on a Christmas
tree. First it was on, and then it wasn’t. Then it
was back on but with a smaller line-up and with
each of the stars appearing on one night only.
Then, at the eleventh hour, Tyrone Davis, the man
many had made the journey to see, cancelled and
was replaced by Syl Johnson and an extra night
by Ann Peebles.
It was however a return to its spiritual home and
original venue, Rufus Thomas Park, a natural
amphitheatre whose grassy slope had been
replaced by concrete terracing which was to prove
a challenge to even the most bulbous pair of
buttocks. Five hours sitting down felt like a 20-mile
bike road but not as good for the heart.

The set was an excellent illustration of Ann’s
ability to display a variety of emotions – a wronged
woman in Breaking Up Somebody’s Home and a
hurt woman in Playhouse which was followed by
99 Pounds of heavenly enjoyment. If there was a
highlight it was Just Enough To Keep Me Hanging
On, on which Ann’s vocals were enhanced by the
delicate violin simulation sound of Paul Brown’s
keyboards. A song of simple beauty.

The first set on each night was by The
Sweethearts Of Swing, a twenty-seven strong
group from a girls’ school in Geelong, Victoria,
Australia. As I sat watching them, they reminded
me of the famous St Trinian’s School. The singers
wore make-up and were obviously from the sixth
form and the small bespectacled bass player (the
coolest member of the band) was from the third
form. Whilst being several ladders below the
professionals on show, they sang and played with
the fearless exuberance of youth which ignored
any limits to individual talent. It was a fun start to
the evening.
The headline star for
Friday was a shimmering
Ann Peebles, wearing a
braided wig which gave
her the look of an
Egyptian princess. The
band was under the
leadership of Paul Brown,
Ann’s long-time musical
director and keyboard
player with whom she
enjoys
a
mutually
supportive
relationship.
There are those who are
unable to get past the
Rick
Wakeman
semblances,
recherché
70s
clothing and musical history as a
member of Survivor but it is clear
that Ann has great faith in his
ability to organise and ensure
musical support that is both sympathetic and
appropriate.

Photos: courtesy Paul Harris

Saturday saw an appearance by Michael Allen, a
keyboard player whose name you may find as one
of the backing musicians on some of your old
Atlantic albums. A Porretta regular and resident in
Italy for a number of years, his was a band of
Italian musicians and he seemed to look upon the
extended time as an opportunity to take full
advantage of what had been denied him in the
past as a supporting role musician. Unfortunately
he does not possess a very strong voice and his
set was a long rambling exposition of some of the
most well known of soul songs – Soulman,
Midnight Hour, Dock Of The Bay and Fa-Fa-FaFa-Fa (Sad Song) – in a clenched teeth singing
style reminiscent of Joe Cocker.
Michael Allen also supported as good an example
of supermarket soul as you are likely to see in
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Jamaican

born

but

there was a collective gasp as the band, all
dressed in red, started up and as they got into a
blues groove the two guitarists flanking Carl
began swaying their rotund bodies form side to
side only to dip in gymnastic unison with him in
time to the music. A show had commenced.

Swiss resident Bobby
Johnson
who
enthusiastically
hammed
his
way
through
Knock
On
Wood, Stand By Me
and Mustang Sally.
Inevitably this roused
the shoppers in the
audience to their feet to
dance and hand clap in
approbation.

After this instrumental, it came as a complete
surprise to see Carl step forward to the
microphone to slow the pace down and sing an
extended version of Marvin Gaye’s What’s Going
On? which he successfully merged with a song
from his latest CD based on the same chords. It
was a monumental success as he took the song
to the audience climbing the precipitous concrete
steps on a walkabout. Then having taken on the
challenge of one of the icons of soul, he took on
another with Bobby Womack’s I’m Still Trying To
Prove My Love To You. Again a triumph as words
were clear, understood and sung with real feeling.
Another
journey
towards
the
audience
demonstrated the sort of showmanship I had not
expected having seen him perform some five
years ago in a Chicago nightclub.

Photos: courtesy Paul Harris

What I had feared was going to be a throwaway
turn was an astonishing fifteen minutes or so of
high quality by a bluesman with soul leanings.
None of his first three albums (I have yet to hear
the fourth) would have led anyone to expect what
was witnessed but what was witnessed was Wow!

A late replacement on Saturday’s bill was Syl
Johnson. Fortunately Ann Peebles’ band had
backed him before and any fears of lack of
preparation and familiarity were swiftly allayed as
we were treated to a very enjoyable set of funky
soul and blues. Goodie Good Times was very
good and Junior Parker’s Pretty Baby was pretty
good too. Ms Fine Brown Fame with the rap
insertion was just fine as was Come On Sock It To
Me but Is It Because I’m Black didn’t quite hit the
mark. However I am a sucker for it and even if
Anyway The Wind Blows seemed to fall apart
when it went into a reggae beat, a driving Take
Me To The River brought the set to a close on
another high.

It was fortunate that this entrée was not too
draining, otherwise Trudy Lynn might have
struggled but Carl Weathersby and his band
merely moved up the
gears and Trudy was
away. This powerfully built
lady started by laying into
Every Day I Have The
Blues and maintained a
tight grip with Just a Little
Bit. Her strong voice
carried all before her in a
medley
of
When
Something is Wrong With
My Baby and I’ve Been
Loving You Too Long. Her
set was so good I almost
forgave her for encoring
with Sweet Home Chicago.

And so to Sunday and
Carl
Weathersby.
Nominally a bluesman,
although soul numbers
are dotted all over his
four CDs to date, he was
nevertheless a surprise
choice for a soul festival.
He was also booked to
support Trudy Lynn and
he advised me just after
an unhappy sound check
that he was just going to
do two numbers and then
let Trudy take over.
‘Carlo Weathersby
Well, I wondered, what
wowsa i tifosi della
two numbers would he
musica ‘Soul’ a
choose and what sort
Porretta’
of impression would he
make? I was prepared
to be disappointed along with the audience but

Photo: courtesy Paul Harris

Finally Marva Wright with a tight little band
brought the festival to a close. Her set was slightly
disappointing given the praise accorded her CDs
by soul magazine In The Basement. I expected
covers in view of the track listings but was still
baffled by the selection. For her first song Marva
called upon the audience participation to enhance
Higher And Higher. Her second was a sort of
maxi-medley (I counted seven songs) – Stand By
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Me, There Goes My Baby, Mr Postman, Cupid,
Soldier Boy, Don’t Play That Song, Dock of The
Bay and back to Stand By Me. After the selfpenned Heartbreaking Woman, it was back to
covers with Gloria
Gaynor’s
I
Will
Survive and then on
to Let The Good
Times Roll and more
audience
participation
time.
She encored with
Mine Eyes Have
Seen The Glory, a
moving end to yet
another
special
Porretta Sweet Soul
Festival.
Dave Carroll

Band, and the Dave Lee Sound. The latter two
groups entertained crowds of over a hundred
there on consecutive Friday nights in August
1973.

By this time Dave Travis had taken lead guitarist
Eddie Jones on board, who could be relied upon
to provide a good helping of tasty licks as and
when the opportunity presented itself. Bass player
Terry Nicholson would also take his turn on
vocals, and occasionally switch to piano to provide
a helping of boogie-woogie. Sitting in on the
drummer’s stool for this particular gig was then
Houseshaker and ex-Pirate Frank Farley. The set
included rarer selections such as ‘Am I To Be The
One’ and ‘Night Train To Memphis’.

Photos: courtesy Paul
Harris









SHAKY LEE'S AUGUST
ALMANAC

Dave Lee was Yorkshire's king of the keyboard, a
gifted performer, talented pianist and singer, who
was a big Jerry Lee Lewis fan. He could run
through virtually any Lewis number you care to
mention, whether country or Rock’n’Roll, and give
it a good seeing to. Accompanied by just bass and
drums, Dave was no mere imitator however, and
had some style of his own.

Lee W – recently overheard saying,
“That’s my first whole year of jottings out of the
way. Roll on Annus Secundus!”

Thirty years ago this month our local branch of the
Vintage Rock 'n' Roll Appreciation Society started
staging hot boppin' dances at Nelson FC
Enterprises Social Club, which swiftly became a
popular weekly venue for the local teenagers and
twenty-odd year olds who wanted a rockin' good
time.
Three of the most popular bands who were to
appear at the "Footballers" on several occasions
over the next couple of years were the Hellraisers
(with Graham Fenton on vocals and Terry
Clemson on lead guitar), Dave Travis' Bad River

I think it was at the second house at the Free
Trade Hall in Manchester in May '72 that Dave
cheekily leapt out of his seat and onto the stage to
join a bemused Killer and pound the ivories in the
company of his hero.
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rd

th

Holiday weekend (23 – 26 August). This year
featuring among others Lucky Peterson, Big
George Jackson, Excello legends Earl Gaines and
Charles Walker, plus one of my favourites, Lazy
Lester. Full details are available from the festival
hotline – 08709 093399 or log on to
www.bluesfestival.co.uk

I think it is worth commemorating the following
August birthdays:
rd
3
Heartbreak Hotel - Gordon Stoker
[Jordinaires] (1935)
th
4
Rockin' And Rollin' With Granmaw - Carson
Robison (1 890) - died 24/3/57
th
4
There Goes My Baby - Elsberry Hobbs
[Drifters] (1936) - died 31/5/96
th
4
Sea Cruise - Frankie Ford (1939)
th
7
House Of Blue Lights - Freddie Slack
(1910) - died 10/8/65
th
7
The Old Payola Roll Blues - Stan Freberg
(1926)
th
7
Love You So - Ron Holden (1939) - died
22/1/97
th
8
Teenage Boogie - Webb Pierce (1926) died 24/2/91
th
8
You Little Baby Faced Thing - Joe Tex
(1933) - died 13/8/82
th
11
Sugar Babe - Buster Brown (1911) - died
31/1/76
th
12
You Talk Too Much - Joe Jones (1926)
th
12
Hot Dog - Corky Jones [Buck Owens]
(1929)
th
12
This Should Go On Forever - Rod Bernard
(1940)
th
13
The Walk - Jimmy McCracklin (1921)
th
15
Rocket 88 - Jackie Brenston (1930) - died
15/12/79
th
15
White Christmas - Bill Pinkney [Drifters]
(1933)
th
15
Tennessee Rock’n’Roll - Bobby Helms
(1933) - died 19/6/97
th
18
Crying In The Chapel - Sonny Til [Orioles]
(1928) - died 9/12/81
th
18
Running Bear - Johnny Preston (1939)
th
20
Put Me Down - Roland Janes (1933)
st
21
Suzie Q - James Burton (1939)
nd
22
Wild Wild World - Dale Hawkins (1938)
rd
23
Let's Bop - Jack Earls (1932)
rd
23
Sweets For My Sweet - Rudy Lewis
[Drifters] (1936) - died 20/5/64
th
24
My Baby Left Me - Arthur 'Big Boy' Crudup
(1905) - died 28/3/74
th
24
Lovin’ Machine - Wynonie Harris (1915) died 14/6/69
th
24
Tears On My Pillow - Ernie Wright
[Imperials] (1939)
th
24
Rockin' Love - Carl Mann (1942)
th
27
The Worryin' Kind - Tommy Sands (1937)
st
31
Rakin' And Scrapin' - Dean Beard (1935)
st
31
Real Wild Child - Jerry Allison (1939)

Our esteemed editor Woody came to Colne once,
back in 1995, when Screaming Jay Hawkins
unfortunately pulled out, but he still got the t-shirt.
Those who did appear that year included the
wonderful Robert Ward, the late Luther Allison,
Chuck's former piano player Johnnie Johnson
and, still going strong for an old boy, Homesick
James.

Boogie Boy Wilkinson









Mr Excitement
1934 – 1984: A
tribute to Jackie
Wilson
(Part 3)
Baby Workout / Something Else
(Diablo DIAB 885)
Although by late 1962 Jackie Wilson had
consolidated his reputation as one of the nation's
hottest live acts, his single releases were
achieving progressively lower chart placings. The
nascent R&B/soul movement was expanding
rapidly and, by early 1963, Wilson's manager, Nat
Tamapol, could no longer ignore the new trend,
having noted the commercial failure of the
“World's
Greatest
Melodies” collection. So,
out went the strings and
choirs and in came a
rockin’ big band (directed
by veteran Gil Askey) for
the
next
Brunswick
release. Jackie and Alonzo
Tucker wrote a dance
based tune, called it ‘Baby
Workout’, got Askey to
arrange it, the song was
th
cut (apparently on February 28 1963), the
response was favourable and Jackie's name was
duly restored to the Billboard Top Five.

Note the following August gigs:
th
Friday 9 The Pirates at the Borderline
th
Saturday 10 Houserockers at the Bridge House
Tavern (Penge West station)
th
Saturday 17 James Hunter Band at the 100 Club

An album swiftly followed in April 1963 which, in
addition to the title track, featured eleven other
songs of a particularly high quality. The naturally
vigorous ‘Shake Shake Shake’ was released as a
follow-up to ‘Baby Workout’ in July ‘63 but stalled
just outside the top 20 in the States. ‘It's All My

The annual Great British Rhythm & Blues Festival
in Colne, Lancs is being held over the Bank
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Fault’ and ‘I Feel Like I'm In Paradise’ were cleffed
by Wilson and Tucker while ‘Do The Kickapoo’
was the creation of Wilson and Leroy Fann (I’d be
interested to see this dance demonstrated).
‘Yeah! Yeah! Yeah!’ as you’d expect is a close
relative of ‘Shake Shake Shake’. ‘So Many Cute
Little Girls’ is a mid-tempo retread of a song first
featured on the “A Woman, A Lover, A Friend”
album while ‘Say You Will’ is pretty much ‘Lonely
Teardrops’ in a new suit of clothes. ‘You Only Live
Once’ and ‘What Good Am I Without You’ chug
along nicely. ‘Now That I Want Her’, which takes
its inspiration from ‘You Can Have Her’, emanates
from the pens of Alonzo Tucker and Titus Turner
no less, while the late Otis Blackwell contributed
to the rocking ‘Love Train’ (nowt to do with the OJays).

plenty for the dancers amongst you.

Shake A Hand (with Linda Hopkins) /
Manufacturers Of Soul (with Count Basie)
(Diablo DIAB 891)
The two “duets” albums are paired together for
this particular CD. The first collection, a dozen
gospel spirituals going under the title of “Shake A
Hand” issued (in the U.S. only) in July 1963.
However, we Brits had two singles issued from
the album; ‘Shake A Hand’ backed with the nonalbum ‘Say I Do’ in ‘63 and ‘The Saints’/’Yes
Indeed’ issued two years later. The album finds
Jackie in a soulful tête-à-tête with then label mate
Linda Hopkins; a fine, gifted vocalist who, some
years later, starred in a play on the life of Bessie
Smith which enjoyed a run on Broadway. “Shake
A Hand” wasn't the first occasion when Jackie and
Linda worked together; the previous year an
excellent single 'I Found Love’/’There's Nothing
Like Love’ sprang from the traps, sadly to little
punter response.

The album was commercially successful but an
album of a similar ilk, “Somethin’ Else”, issued in
June 1964, did not set the charts on fire - a
shame really as, collectively, these albums are
prime Jackie Wilson. Strangely, they did not gain
a UK release and, in fact, they weren't the only
Wilson recordings to be denied British exposure;
the Christmas album never made it to these
shores and the folk at Decca house on the Albert
Embankment turned down ‘Night’ and ‘My Empty
Arms’ as transforming operatic arias into popular
songs was deemed blasphemous (didn't stop ‘em
releasing ‘Alone At Last’ on a Coral single over
here in 1960 though!).

Gospel albums were a popular concept in the
early Sixties; Little Richard and Ruth Brown had
issued interesting sets on Mercury and Jack
Scott's “The Spirit Moves Me” album on Top Rank
rates as one of the finest gospel albums ever
made by an essentially Rock’n’Roll artist. “Shake
a hand” is more than worthy of being included
among such exalted company, as Jackie and
Linda seem to be having the proverbial ball on
such
standards
as
‘Down
By
The
Riverside’, ‘Dry Bones’,
‘Every Time I Feel The
Spirit’, ‘He's Got The
Whole World In His
Hands’ (beats Laurie
London!), ‘Old Time
Religion’, ‘Joshua Fit
The Battle’, ‘Nobody
Knows The Trouble I've
Seen’,
‘Swing
Low
Sweet Chariot’ and the standard ‘Do Lord’. So, all
in all, a pleasant half-hour’s worth. Hallelujah!

It's been said of “Somethin’ Else” that the
recording session, which resulted in the album,
barely lasted a day and that it's a fan's favourite.
The material is admittedly lightweight (Jackie and
Alonzo generally having shared the writing chores
with only a little help from their friends) but who
cares if you're Kickapooing yourself into a
rapturous frenzy? The tempo only flags twice for
‘Be My Girl’ and the particularly dynamic ‘Give Me
Back My Heart'; both are quite spiffing! Spiffing
also is the mid-tempo ‘My Best Friend's Girl’, a
song which truly belongs in spiff heaven. The
version of ‘Big Boss Line’ heard here is a looser
alternate take which has none of the tightness of
the take that made it onto a single in mid-1964.
‘Twistin’n’Shoutin’ could best be described as
‘Baby Workout Part 2’.

Jumping forward a few years, to March 1968 in
fact, the album “Manufacturers Of Soul” (or “Two
Much” as it was titled in the UK), like “Jackie
Sings The Blues” before it, is a great idea poorly
executed. This time Jackie cherry picked eleven
contemporary/soul hits and, instead of recording
them say, in Muscle Shoals with Jimmy Johnson,
David Hood, Roger Hawkins and the Memphis
Horns, the whole shooting match took place in
New York with the soulful backing of Count Basie
and his orchestra. For Chrissake why? Bill Basie
is, of course, one of the finest swing bandleaders
of all time, but soul music?? With this in mind,

With ‘Can I Get A Witness’ as its inspiration,
‘Squeeze Her, Tease Her’ appeared on a single
with only modest success. The remaining songs,
‘Groovin’, ‘Deep Down Love’, ‘Take One Step
(And I'll Take Two)’, ‘Love Is Where You Find It’
and ‘Rebecca’ are all great for dancing ‘n’
listening. So, “Baby Workout” and “Somethin’
Else” are two of the meatiest, tastiest chunks in
the Wilson pie; they freed him from the easy
listening rut and offered credible challenges to the
hot talent of the time. An indispensable CD with
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imagine how the likes of ‘Respect’, ‘Uptight’ and
‘In The Midnight Hour’ sound. Rather like Mica
Paris with Joe Loss’s band. Only the ballads
sound convincing with reasonable amounts of
respectability accorded Quincy Jones’ ‘Even
When You Cry’, ‘I Never Loved A Woman’, ‘Ode
To Billy Joe’ and, in particular, ‘For Your Precious
Love’. After the monumental, majestic triumphs
that were the “Whispers” and “Higher And Higher”
albums (reviewed later in this series)
“Manufacturers Of Soul” was a damp squib. But it
needn't have been. Fortunately better, much
better, was to come.

1964 (now there's a thought; Jackie Wilson
singing ‘Blue Suede Shoes’ or ‘Dixie Fried’).
‘Danny Boy’ surfaces yet again; it has a truly
impassioned vocal but I prefer the ‘58 model. (An
aside; Tony W informs me that a copy of the
DeeGee ‘Danny Boy’ 78 was acquired by noted
record collector Ian Sadler not so long ago). The
title track, ‘She'll Be There’ and ‘No Time Out’ are
okay if a little contrived. Jackie opens up the
emotional throttle on ‘A Kiss, A Thrill And
Goodbye’, ‘She's All Right’ and ‘Better Play It
Safe’ while interestingly, he follows the Billy Ward
arrangement in his reading of ‘Stardust’.

Soul Time/Soul Galore (Diablo DIAB 886)
“Soul Time” (another non-UK issue) and “Soul
Galore”, released in April 1965 and June 1966
respectively, were commercially futile attempts to
come to terms with the soul explosion that, by
then, was happening worldwide. Over at Motown,
Jackie's former collaborator Berry Gordy, was
flying high with his stable of artists, by now
including Stevie Wonder, Marvin Gaye, Smokey
Robinson, the Temptations and the Supremes.
Atlantic/Stax waded in with the likes of Otis
Redding and Percy Sledge; James Brown had just
started to achieve crossover success with King
records and, in addition to all of this, the Billboard
pop charts had been almost completely
submerged in British artists of (mainly) limited
talent.

Turning to “Soul Galore”, the title track has, for
some time, got ‘em leaping about in Cleethorpes
and Southport and other exotic locations. Of
similar type are the JB inspired ‘Brand New Thing’,
‘So You Say You Wanna Dance’ and ‘3 Days, 1
Hour, 30 Minutes’, while ‘Stop Lying’ has a rather
un-soulful lilt to it. ‘Let Me Build’ builds nicely and
there are some nice ballads in ‘What’s Done In
The Dark’ and especially ‘I've Gotta Get Back
(Country Boy)’. The album is completed by the
mid-tempo dancers ‘I Got My Mind Made Up’,
‘Everything’s Gonna Be Fine’ (both Tucker/Wilson
compositions) and the fine ‘Your Loss, My Gain’.
“Souls” “Time” and “Galore” then, had moments of
inspiration to be sure but, generally speaking,
although Jackie Wilson remained a top live draw,
the record sales had slumped to an all-time low.
The one-time trendsetter suddenly found himself
following them. Salvation was needed and, in the
summer of 1966, it presented itself in the form of
the Chicago based producer Carl Davis.
Brian Clark

So, if Jackie was finding it hard to score hits on
the R&B chart, it was proving impossible to
register highly on the pop listings. Clearly a career
rethink was needed but, for the moment, “Soul
Time” and “Soul Galore” (and betwixt the two the
“Spotlight On J W” album) hit the shops. Nat
Tamapol and Dick Jacobs just didn't seem to
have an answer to the plethora of hot new stars
who had superseded Jackie and the albums
seemed to reflect this dilemma. This is not to say,
however, that the material was poor; on the
contrary “Soul Time” begins with one of the real
classics in the Wilson canon. ‘No Pity (In The
Naked City)’, a brooding, dramatic opus with a
stunning vocal from Mr Excitement, didn't set the
charts on fire when released as a single but the
biggest hits aren't necessarily the best songs.
With ‘No Pity’ the minimalist backing is right on
the money and the overall effect is simply
breathtaking. On this kind of material no one did it
better and to think that Jackie wrote it himself.

C.D. REVIEWS

Percy Mayfield - Walking On A Tightrope –
(Arcadia ACAM 8021)
Walking On A Tightrope | I Made It Just The Same | My
Pain Is Here To Stay | Alma Lee | Please Send Me
Someone To Love | P.M. Blues | My Mind Is Trying To
Leave Me | Danger Zone | 'Sho Gonna Leave You
Alone | My Baby's Gone | To Me Your Name Is Love

A country sound permeates ‘An Ocean I’ll Cry’ and
‘Teardrop Avenue’; not surprising perhaps as the
composers are ex-rockabilly Ronnie Self and
Benny Joy respectively. The self-destructive Self
also wrote ‘Mama Of My Song’, surely the only out
and out rocker recorded by Jackie. With more
than a hint of ‘I Got A Woman’ about it, this tune
was also recorded by Carl Perkins for Decca in

Now this has come as something of a surprise to
me; I had long known of a Lavern Baker album
recorded for Brunswick in about 1967 (entitled
“Let me belong to you”) but, until now, I was
unaware of an album by the great Percy Mayfield
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from
1969
also
issued on Brunswick.
Hats off to Acadia
then for making it
available on shiny. As
with
the
Baker
collection, this album
was cut in Chicago
with Carl Davis and
his crew directing the
whole shooting match. In competition with the
likes of the Supremes, Stevie Wonder, James
Brown and Sam and Dave, this set wouldn't have
stood a chance up against the aforementioned in
terms of sales figures (Mayfield’s cool, relaxed
delivery harking back to a much earlier period) but
it is nonetheless a very strong album with many
great blues drenched performances within.

Larry Johnson - Two Gun Green- (Armadillo
ARMD00013)
Can't Last Very Long | Late Last Night | Midnight Train |
I Used To Be Down | Old Time Religion | Evening Sun
Go Down | Two Gun Green | Goodnight Irene | Back To
The Grove | Charlie Stone

Larry Johnson is not a
name on everyone's lips
these days but I'm sure his
fan base will increase
dramatically after sampling
some of the goodies on
this new CD. Born in
Atlanta, Georgia in 1938
his first instrument was the
harmonica which he played on his recording debut
behind Big Joe Williams on a session cut for
Prestige-Bluesville. He joined the Navy at 17 and,
upon his discharge in 1959, he tried to settle in
Atlanta but couldn’t and so he moved to New
York. By now he had become a competent
guitarist and while in New York he happened to
meet the Reverend Gary Davis who so influenced
Johnson's musical train of thought to the point that
Larry’s sound became very similar to Davis's
(certainly his vocal style comes pretty close).

Percy Mayfield first came to prominence with
Speciality with whom he enjoyed a series of hits,
the biggest by far being the 1950 classic ‘Please
Send Me Someone To Love’, revisited in fine style
on this album. Incidentally he was involved in a
horrific auto accident in 1952 which almost killed
him but he soon managed to resume his career. A
prolific songwriter, probably his best-known (and
easily most profitable) composition would be ‘Hit
The Road Jack’ which, in the hands of Ray
Charles, became a worldwide smash in 1961
(Mayfield’s demo can be heard on one of the two
collections of Speciality recordings on Ace). The
Genius also cut Percy’s ‘Danger Zone’, a powerful
message song whose lyrics, in the light of the
World Trade Centre tragedy, remain highly
relevant today (as Steve Roeser points out in the
booklet note).

In 1965 Prestige issued (until now) the only album
to be issued by Larry Johnson (playing alongside
his friend Hank Adkins) entitled ”the blues a: new
generation”. The album was supervised by Sam
Charters who contributes a warm tribute to Larry
in the booklet notes as does slide guitarist Brian
Kramer who, with his band the Couch Lizards
(Mats Qwarfordt on harmonica - Larry sings and
plays guitar on this set – Pa Ulander on upright
bass and Jim O’Leary on drums) provide a loose,
swinging backdrop for Johnson. The album was
recorded in Norfolk (!) in July of last year and
mixes a few favourite standards with some
original material. Of the standards on show,
Leadbelly’s ‘Goodnight Irene’ has a country-ish
feel to it and there's a spirited but brief treatment
of ‘Old Time Religion’. There's an easy-going feel
to the Johnson compositions ‘Can't Last Very
Long’ and ‘Late Last Night’ while his ‘I Used To Be
Down’ bears something of a Jimmy Reed stamp.
Regarding the tunes penned by Larry and Brian
Kramer ‘Midnight Train’ is worthy of note, a nice
little mover and ‘Back To The Grove’ also bops
along merrily. The title track, written by Larry, has
a hint of the Bo Diddley feel about it. So, good
Kats and Kittens, if you like your blues real
downhome, this one's definitely worth a go.

Ray’s admiration for Percy led in the early Sixties
to a brief association with Charles's Tangerine
label for which Mayfield laid down the superb
‘River's Invitation’ (released on an HMV single
over here in ‘63). Concurrent with the release of
this album, Elvis Presley recorded a version of
Percy’s ‘Stranger In My Home Town’ which no
doubt garnered considerable royalties. The
“Walking On A Tightrope” album itself has little to
do with soul sounds but has much to do with blues
and it is these songs, in fact, that constitute the
album's best performances. Percy’s voice is too
laid-back on such as ‘I Made It Just The Same’,
'Sho Gonna Leave You Alone’ and the title track;
it's not really a power instrument unlike, say,
Pickett; Mayfield best excels, as he always did do,
on slow blues tempos, as he does on the
remaining tracks. So quite a useful release is this,
an important gap filler for lovers of the blues.
Percy Mayfield left us in 1984 but this album can
rightly be included as part of his enduring musical
legacy. And he's right; the danger zone is still
everywhere.

Champion Jack Dupree - Jivin' With Jack –
(Jasmine JASMCD 3008/9)
Going Down To The Bottom | Don't Mistreat Your
Woman (When You Know You're Doing Wrong
Yourself) | Gimme A Pigfoot And A Bottle Of Beer | The
Sheik Of Araby | Income Tax (Jivin' With Jack) |
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of ‘We're Gonna Rock'n'Roll’ (what - no ‘Shake
Baby Shake’?) and the traditional ‘Hey! La Bas’.
The New Orleans connection continues with the
audience requested ‘Stack-O-Lee’ and, with the
closer ‘Until We Meet Again’, another great show
finishes; one of many there is no doubt. A highly
entertaining double CD is this and, if you like your
Champion Jack Dupree pure and unspoilt, second
line it down to the record/CD shop now.

Drinkin' Wine Spo-Dee-O-Dee | Please Send Me
Someone To Love | Walking The Blues | How Long
Blues | Alberta | Big Legged Mama | Going Down Slow
| We're Gonna Rock'n'Roll/Hey! La Bas | Stack-O-Lee |
Until We Meet Again |

Continuing with the
blues here’s a 2-CD
set from Jasmine that
will delight those who
saw and enjoyed the
remarkable Champion
Jack Dupree at various
clubs and festivals in
the UK from the Sixties
up until his death, aged
82, in 1992. The set
contains a fairly typical solo Dupree performance
in intimate surroundings (it was recorded at the
Manchester Sport's Guild which, according to Alan
Balfour’s notes, was the HQ of Manchester's Jazz
Society, in May 66) and contains some of Jack's
favourite blues standards interspersed with some
good-natured banter with the audience, including
the odd spot of homespun philosophy. One song,
the Dupree original ‘Don't Mistreat Your Woman
(When You Know You're Doing Wrong Yourself)’
was featured as a track from his then newest
album “From New Orleans To Chicago”, recorded
in London and released on Decca.

Sleepy LaBeef - Rockabilly Blues – (Bullseye
BBB 9631)
Bottle Up And Go | Bright Lights, Big City | Fool About
You | Mannish Boy | Long Tall Sally | Got You On My
Mind | Rooster Blues | Night Train To Memphis | Sugar
Sweet | Make Room For The Blues | This Train | Rip It
Up

Flipping the switch to
rockabilly here's a recent
release by that rockin’ man
mountain from Smackover,
Arkansas. Sleepy LaBeef
forged a reputation through
a series of great recordings
for
Shelby
Singleton’s
Plantation label in the late
Sixties and early Seventies and, since then,
Sleepy has made numerous top quality albums
(more recently for Rounder) and has played to
packed audiences all over Europe for many years
(some of the TFTW readers will recall his
appearance at Hemsby in 1996). Regarded as
something of a human jukebox (he claims to have
around 600 songs in his repertoire) he certainly
presents us with a tasty range of songs on this
collection.

Also from this album is Bessie Smith’s ‘Gimme A
Pigfoot And A Bottle Of Beer’ and Dupree offers a
nice sensitive reading; on this and all the other
selections his unique barrelhouse piano style is
well in evidence. There's also a touch of humour
with an irreverent look at ‘The Sheik Of Araby’ in
which Jack brings the audience into play, insisting
on their singing “with no pants on” in between
lines (sensibly perhaps, when Louis Prima
employed the same trick with his version of ‘Sheik’
he had Keely Smith and Sam Butera answer back
“with no turban on”). More humour abounds with
‘Income Tax’ where Dupree, through the course of
an imaginary phone call to a buddy, comes up
with some neat social and political satire. We also
get a little boogie woogie (and some tap-dancing it
seems) with ‘Drinkin' Wine Spo-Dee-O-Dee’ and
the first set is concluded with a New Orleans
traditional ‘Please Send Me Someone To Love’
(nothing to do with Percy Mayfield but it has the
same level of passion).

This CD contains material that is issued for the
first time and 10 of its 12 tracks were cut in
Nashville in 1980/81 - more on those in a second but, regarding the other two songs ‘Night Train To
Memphis’ was taped in Carlisle, Massachusetts in
January 1996 and among the band members we
find the amazing Lisa Pankratz on drums, who
subsequently worked with Ronnie Dawson and
Wayne Hancock. The version of Huey “Cookie”
Thierry’s ‘Got You On My Mind' was recorded in
Hanson, Massachusetts in 1994. The 1980
Nashville recordings (made like the others for the
Rounder label) boast a strong line-up including
Henry Strzelecki on bass, Earl “Pool” Ball (bestknown for his association with Johnny Cash) on
piano and none other than D J Fontana on drums.

The second set of the evening, covered on CD 2,
has considerably less between song chat and I
must say I found this set more enjoyable than the
first. It kicks off with a quartet of standards
including Leroy Carr’s ‘How Long Blues’, the
traditional ‘Alberta’ and Kokomo Arnold's ‘Big
Legged Mama’ nailed down superbly by Jerry Lee
Lewis as ‘Big Legged Woman’. After a tense
reading of St Louis Jimmy's ‘Going Down Slow’
the temperature rises considerably with a medley

This group runs through inspired versions of the
traditional ‘Bottle Up And Go’, Jimmy Reed's
‘Bright Lights, Big City’, Ralph Hutchinson's ‘Fool
About You’, ‘Long Tall Sally’, ‘This Train’, Skeets
McDonald's ‘Make Room For The Blues’ and
Lightnin’ Slim's ‘Rooster Blues’. All great stuff but I
was especially impressed with the 1981 sides with
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Sleepy’s adaptation of ‘Mannish Boy’ with highly
menacing lyrics (Scott Billington, the guy
responsible for the booklet notes, contributes
some top harp blowing on this). The ‘81 sides are
wrapped up by ‘Sugar Sweet’ (as previously
recorded by Muddy Waters and David Houston)
and a slightly extended ‘Rip It Up’ which gives
most of the guys in the band a chance to shine.
So, 12 great slices of Rock'n'Roll (Sleepy’s style
always struck me as Rock'n'Roll though he is
often described as rockabilly) by one of its finest
living exponents. One worth seeking out.







kitchens, bedrooms, box rooms, hallways etc are
excellent environments for this very lovable little
cat of indeterminate age (fully grown when I got
her 11 years ago). Contact Tony on 020 7585
1239 (home) or 020 7413 5552 (work - Monday to
Friday pm only) or e-mail tpapard@amnesty.org
orTony.Papard@btinternet.com









SOUL KITCHEN
Greetings and welcome to the hottest soul read
this summer, with more soul slices from the
pantry.



CD OF THE MONTH
FEMI KUTI Fight To Win
Wrasse 042

Letters to the Editor
Dear Dr Dale

Do Your Best : Walk On The Right Side : Traitors Of
Africa : Tension Grip Nigeria : '97 : Fight To Win : Stop
Aids : Eko Lagos : Alkebu-Lan : One Day Someday :
The Choice Is Yours : Missing Link.

As a fellow Sagittarian and father of two I am sure
you can sympathise with my problem.
Despite giving my children a strict Rock’n’Roll
upbringing my eldest daughter still finds difficulty
in distinguishing between Sidney 'Hardrock'
Gunter who recorded ‘Jukebox Help Me Find My
Baby’, Arthur 'Big Boy' Crudup who wrote ‘My
Baby Left Me’, and Arthur Gunter of ‘Baby Let's
Play House’ fame.

Nigerian born Femi Anikulapo Kuti is the son of
legendary Fela Kuti, who rightly so up until his
death had the Afrobeat throne to himself. Fela had
a very dull life, reputedly married around 30 times,
smoked several fields of weed, set up his own
republic, imprisoned numerous times, survived an
assassination attempt, generally public enemy
number one. But he still found time to release
some 77 albums. Femi was part of his fathers
band, but the expectations expected of him,
forced him to quit in 1986 to form his own group
The Positive Force, focusing his attention on
adding his own input to his Afrobeat heritage. Well
this is a home coming, back to his roots musical
masterpiece, rich with political comment and
cultural musical traditions. The music here covers
a colossal fusion of soul, jazz funk, salsa, and
Afrobeat.

Daughter number two mixes up King Curtis, King
Karl, King records of Cincinnati, and even Sid
King and the Five Strings with the kings of
England, and thinks that the real names of
Princes William and Edward are Rock-A-Billy and
Teddy Boy.
Now, to cap it all, my dear mother cannot
remember whether she named me after Jerry Lee
Lewis, Carl Lee Perkins, Billy Lee Riley, Bobby
Lee Trammell, Jackie Lee Cochran, or a
Bobbettes 45. What am I to do?

The
CD
is
littered
with
magnificent
instrumentation,
especially
the
powerful
captivating horn section, which acts as an under
blanket to some scorching sax solos by Femi,
especially on the opening track 'Do Your Best', a
compelling dense rhythm that you simply get
drawn into, and heading to the nearest Thomas
Cook. The mid tempo 'Eko Lagos' is another
structured sun drenched arousing brass led
backdrop, working towards another amazing sax
solo from Femi. Other standouts are, an awesome
up-tempo Funky-Jazz meets African workout on
'One Day, Someday'. The quite pleasant midtempo 'Missing Link'. But you are never far from
those powerful pulsating horns, imaging Tower Of
Power's brass section on speed, particularly on
'The Choice Is Yours' and 'Alkebu-lan'. 'Traitors Of

Yours despairingly
Rockin' Mr Lee
London El5
Cat minder
For Sale/Wanted
Tony's cat, Tibby, is looking for a holiday home for
the last two weeks of October whilst Tony and his
mother are away. Tibby is very affectionate but
potential cat minders should be warned that, like
all cats, she has claws which like to be sharpened
on nice scratchable objects (Tibby rejects
scratching post as unsuitable for this purpose) so
she should not be left unattended for long periods
surrounded by luxury lounge furniture. However,
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Africa' is a magical piece of work, opens with
polyrhythms, than explodes into life with the
horns, than a cast of thousands chanting "Traitors
Of Africa, They Are" interwoven with more magical
sax and vocals from Femi. A hard sweat up.

Following
the
normal path he
moved to the more
lucrative
secular
field in the late
fifties,
initially
playing
the
California
blues
circuit,
before
joining the Johnny
Otis Revue, which brings him to the attention of
renowned Los Angeles disc jockey Hunter
Hancock, who also owned the Swingin record
label based in Hollywood. He jumped at the
chance to join the label, resulting in 1960 his first
disc, a blues, 'I Tried To Understand' / 'Looking At
The Future'. His second in 1962, and last Swingin
release 'One More Chance' / 'One Pound'. Both
releases didn't sell nationally, but did fairly well
locally.

The star track has to be the title cut 'Fight To
Win', which features on vocals, Jaguar Wright.
This story of the endless suffering of the African
masses is hard to ignore as Jaguar vocals and
soulful moving performance is draped in the
depths of American gospel music, fed by yet more
amazing atmospheric instrumentation. On this
showing Femi is a major step forward to his
fathers throne. A pure Afro thrill. Omo d'agba tan.
9
RATING (out of 5) 4 /16 Soulboys



LOST SOUL
Little Johnny Taylor 11/02/1943 to 17/May/2002

In 1963, LJT signed for Galaxy Records, based in
San Francisco. His debut for that label was 'You'll
Need Another Favour', which was a top thirty R&B
hit. Following this was the classic, unforgettable,
'Part Time Love', penned by Clay Hammond, LJT
takes this by the scruff of neck, making full use of
his gospel roots,
soaring to great
falsetto heights,
he
moans,
agonising wails
and whoops as
he passionately
pleads his case.
The disc reached
the top of the
R&B charts, and
top twenty pop.
The follow up 'Since I Found A New Love' was a
minor hit, 78 R&B. Despite some further superb
soulful releases on Galaxy, in a similar mould, he
was never able to match the success of 'Part
Time Love' and national success proved elusive,
until late 1966 when 'Zig Zag Lightning' stretched
into the R&B top 50. In 1967 he bowed out from
Galaxy with 'Double Or Nothing'. Although lacking
any major chart success he still remained a large
draw on the chitlin club circuit.

Once again a true
soul great has
departed
this
world for soul
heaven.
LJT’s
claim to fame was
his original hit
recording of the
soul
standard
'Part Time Love',
along with an
extraordinary output of some real class soul
music.
Born Johnny Lamont Merrett in Memphis
Tennessee (debatable) 11 February 1943. He
moved to Los Angeles with his family when he
was seven. It was in his early teens that his
professional singing career began, firstly singing
with various local gospel groups, then with the
respected gospel group
The Mighty Clouds Of
Joy, whom he was with
for five years. During his
time with the group he
changed his name to
Johnny Taylor, loosely
based
around
Ted
Taylor, who he had
befriended, and was
enjoying some success
in the late fifties. Being
the youngest member of
the group he was tagged
with the prefix of Little.
He recorded with them,
as he did with another
gospel group the Stars
Of Bethel.

In 1969 Ted Taylor's manager Nat Margo was
responsible for placing LJT with Stan Lewis Ronn
Records, out of Shreveport, where he began to
produce a further steady output, making little
attempt to compromise into a more commercial
format. His reluctance to radically depart from his
personalized formula pays off, as in late 1971
'Everybody Knows About My Good Thing' found
LJT once again with an R&B and Pop smash on
his hands. Other hits followed including 'Open
House At My House' in 1972, and over the next
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couple of years he was floating in and out of R&B
charts.

oh you know, she urged, she led me to the point
of blindness, onto sorrow, onto the edge of my
doom.
I forgot my raising and stopped going to church,
started stealing and lying,
and doing other things worse just to prove to that
woman that I could, and would, be her man.
Oh, how could I be so foolish and what's even
worse, I forgot the season, God, am I cursed?
We were married Sunday in a small country
church.
Than I wrote a letter to my hometown girl, but
she'll marry another, I think his name is Earl.
I'm gonna shake myself just like an old hound
dog, move on up the road and get lost in a fog.
I've been working, for a year and a day and all I
have to show is a hi-fi that won't play.
I lost my new Mustang, pawned my last pair of
shoes, and don't have fifty cents to pay up my
dues.
Than I ran away far and tried hard to die, but all I
could do was sit down and cry.
Life on earth for me is over, so I guess I'll just
have to learn to fly.

In 1973 an album of duets and solo performances
with long time friend, and label mate Ted Taylor
THE SUPER TAYLORS was released. He
continued to release material on Ronn through to
the late seventies, sort of riding the disco storm,
but LJT as a marketable artist had waned. 1978
he disappeared from the recording scene, until
1988 when he successfully reappeared on Ichiban
with a contemporary blues album STUCK IN THE
MUD, spending ten weeks in the R&B album
chart. In the same mould the follow up album
UGLY MAN, in 1989, didn't repeat the minor
success of the last album, so he was dropped by
Ichiban. Both albums showed the voice a lot
weaker than his peak work. 1997 seems to be his
last recorded work with the album YOU'RE
LOOKING GOOD Nasha Records.
A vastly under-rated gifted soul blues singer who
never achieved the heights that he richly
deserved. His excitingly gospel drenched, uplifting
emotive voice will always be just an arms length
away. An in-depth LJT was part of future plans, in
fact the first scribble is laying open in the soul
pantry.

Billie Becoat is now in his
late fifties, and apart from
being a bicycle inventor,
owns a successful home
improvement store in Alton,
Illinois. Born in Centralia,
Illinois the youngest of six
children. In 1959 he moved
to Saint Louis, Missouri and
worked as an apprentice
mechanic at McDonnel
Douglas Aircraft for two years before moving to
Alton to go to college at Southern Illinois. It was
during this time he recorded the album
REFLECTIONS FROM A CRACKED MIRROR
Liberty 83280 from whence our song comes from.
The album made the Billboard R&B album charts.
His was a short lived musical career. Once he
graduated, he got married, had children and
settled into a domestic life.

Other deaths just in, Roger Hatcher and Otis
Leavill. Full tributes next month.
Also the lovely Marion Montgomery passed on last
week, aged 67. Raised in America's deep south
she was discovered by Peggy Lee and signed to
Capitol Records. In 1965 she took up residence in
England.

CLICKS and FLUFF
VINYL SPOTLIGHT.
IT'S IN THE WORDS.
Billie Joe Becoat......
Guess I'll Learn To Fly
(Becoat)... Liberty
A very moving cut this is. Sadly
sung, in a country soul vein.This
has been a regular on my
turntable for a long time.

WACKY WORDS
''I must be under water, cos my eyes are such a
blur''..... Sherlock Holmes... 'Standing At A
Standstill' Don't play this if your feeling down in the
dumps, very suicidal material. So painful it's hard
to play.

When I take the stage and wail the blues long and
hard for my lost baby,
nobody out there knows or even cares about my
troubles or why I sing,
Or why I look so sad.
I got involved with a fast city woman, as mama
would say "she saw me a commin".
For every nickel she spent on me, for every dime
she spent on me, she took a dollar in return.
I poured out my feelings and didn't mince any
words, which she never tired of hearing,

DIRTY LAUNDRY. (SOUL IN YOUR PANTS)
If you ever need any washing or dry cleaning done
while in Chicago then have them soul cleaned
personally by Otis
Clay.
His
cleaning
establishment can be found at K-Town Cleaners,
4245 West Cermak Rd.
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BLUE-EYED SOUL
Who are the greatest white soul artists, I hear
some of you purists say there is no such thing, but
I have to say I'm open for debate, so lets be
hearing from you. I'll start by naming my top five.
You have to agree there is a lot of soul in these
whites.
DELBERT McCLINTON
A veteran roadhouse rocker from Fort Worth,
Texas who blends blues, soul, country, rock into a
barrel house of dynamite. Catch him live and you
are left breathless. He is also a tasteful interpreter
of other artists’ material.
EDDIE HINTON
What can you say about Eddie? Rootsie soul at
it's best. Muscle Shoals musician turned
songwriter and singer, with an uncanny Otis
Redding influenced vocal style. Some amazing
recordings under his belt. Sadly no longer with us.
BILLY VERA
Found fame in the late seventies when he
recorded as a racially mixed duo with Judy Clay,
achieving a handful of top hits on both the R&B
and Pop charts, 'Country Girl-City Man' being their
biggest. Also as a solo artist he managed a
couple of Pop hits. As I mentioned in my obituary
on Judy Clay 'Reaching For The Moon' is one hell
of a gospel influenced soulful recording. In the
eighties he formed The Beaters and achieved a
million seller with 'At This Moment'.
ROY HEAD
Singer guitarist from Texas recorded for Huey
Meaux during the early sixties with little success.
In 1965 on signing for the Back Beat label he has
his biggest hit, 'Treat Her Right' topping both R&B
and Pop charts. Following were a couple more
Pop hits before drifting into the country field, then
into obscurity. Seen in New Orleans a few years
ago performing 'Treat Her Right' again and again
and again, complete with all the acrobatics one
would expect, like falling to the floor etc. Crazy
man.
FLAMING EMBER
'Westbound Number 9' has been one of most
played discs. So imagine my horror when
investigating a CD release a couple of years back.
The cover photo shows five long hairy white
gents, I never had a clue. Anyway the resulting
CD is excellent. Do they have soul pedigree, yes,
recording in the sixties for the Ric Tic label
through to Holland Dozier Holland Hot Wax label,
on which they notch up a few hits on both R&B
and Pop charts. Hippy soul.

SOUL/R&B RELEASED IN THE UK
My last monthly listing back in April was well
received, so I've been slaving away over my bits
and bobs. Here is January 1965. Once again the
wealth of material released is staggering,
remembering some of the record labels, and great
B-sides, brings nostalgic tingles.
Brook Benton
Do It Right / Please Please Make It Easy
Mercury 842
Chuck Berry
Promised Land / Things I Used To Do Pye 25285
Graham Bond
Tammy
/
Wade
In
The
Water
Columbia 7471
James Brown
Have Mercy Baby / Just Won't Do Right
London 9945
Ray Charles
Makin' Whoopee / Move It On Over
HMV 1383
The Contours
Can You Jerk Like Me (Dr Dale) / That Day When
She Needed Me
Stateside 381
Sam Cooke
Shake
/
Change
Is
Gonna
Come
RCA 1436
Don Covay
Take This Hurt Off Me / Please Don't Let Me
Know
Atlantic 4016
The Dixie Cups
Little Bell / Another Boy Like Me Red Bird 10017
Nella Dodds
Come See About Me / You Don't Love Me
Anymore
Pye 25281
Shirley Ellis
The Name Game / Whisper To Me Wind
London 9946
Betty Everett
I've Got A Claim On You / Your Love Is Important
To Me
Sue 352
Betty Everett & Jerry Butler
Smile / Love Is Strange
Fontana 528
Four Tops
Save It For Me / Love Has Gone
Stateside 371
Ernie Freeman
Raunchy 65 / Jivin Around
London 9944
Screamin Jay Hawkins
Whammy / Strange
Columbia 7460
Chuck Jackson
Since I Don't Have You / Hand It Over Pye 25287
Ben E King
Seven Letters / River Of Tears
Atlantic 4018
Major Lance
I'm So Lost / Sometimes I Wonder Columbia 7463
Martha & the Vandellas
Wild One / Dancing Slow
Stateside 383
Marvelettes
Too Many Fish In The Sea / Need For Love
Stateside 369

USELESS INFORMATION
I've just got my hands on another version of my
favourite all time toon 'Nothing Can Stop Me' an
un-issued recording by Major Lance. It's like the
pearly gates opening. Nearly on par with my Gene
Chandler version. I feel a Major coming on.
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Big Maybelle
Careless Love / My Mother's Eyes London 9941
Millie
See You Later Alligator / Chilly Kisses
Fontana 529
Little Milton
Blind Man / Blues In The Night
Pye 25289
The Miracles
Come On Do The Jerk(Hurry up Dr D) / Baby
Don't You Go
Stateside 377
The Monotones
No Waiting / Like A Lover Should
Pye 15761
Jimmy Radcliffe
Long After Tonight Is All Over / What I Want
Stateside 374
Charlie Rich
Too Many Teardrops / It's All Over Now
RCA Victor 1433
Little Richard
Peace In The Valley / Joy Joy Joy
Mercury 841
Shangri-La's
Leader Of The Pack / What Is Love
Red Bird 10014
Del Shannon
Keep Searchin' / Broken Promises Stateside 368
The Shirelles
Are You Still My Baby / I Saw A Tear Pye 25288
Nina Simone
Don't Let Me Be Misunderstood / Monster
Philips 1388
The Supremes
Come See About Me / Always In My Heart
Stateside 376
The Temptations
My Girl / Nobody But My Baby
Stateside 378
Joe Tex
Hold On To What You've Got / Fresh Out Of
Tears
Atlantic 4015
Irma Thomas
He's My Guy / True True Love
Liberty 66080
The Travellers
Take Your Sins To The River / Citadel Hill
Oriole 1990
Ike and Tina Turner
Finger Poppin' / Ooh Poop A Doo
Warner 153
The Tymes
Here She Comes / Malibu Cameo Parkway 924
Travis Wammack
Scratchy / Fire Fly
Atlantic 4017
Dionne Warwick
You Can Have Him / Don't Say I Didn't Tell You
So
Pye 25290
Mary Wells
Ain't That The Truth / Stop Takin' Me For Granted
Stateside 372

PRIZE TIME! SOUL KITCHEN'S CROSSWORD,
Have a go at this incredibly easy crossword and
win a quality soul CD. Answers by post or e-mail
to TFTW. Or hand in at the next gang meet up.
Answers next month.
Across
1 Knighted accompaniment to Chinese food.
6 Initials of Right Track singer.
7 Ex Impressions initials.
8 What was Ramsey Lewis doing in the water.
9 ?ere? Martin.
11 ? The Great, initials.
13 Record Label where you find T-Connection.
14 Otis Clay is only going one way.
15 Hodges, James and Smith wanted to call it ?
16 Edwin's morse code message
17 A recent cancellation
18 What sort of love state was Luther Vandross
feeling inside.
19 Willie of Thank You John fame
21 Not Howard
22 ?? Slim
23 Detroit Spinners said, ? be around.
24 Hi deep soul legend.
26 Johnny Taylor was trying to love, how many.
27 Relation to Hickory Hollers Tramp.
29 What attire did Gene Chandler grasp as he was
checking out.
30 Doris or Gene.
31 Type of whiz for Carla.
33 How many people did Willie Clayton have in his
bed.
Down
1 Poor George Jackson's lady was always ....
2 What colour was Johnny and the Hurricanes river.
3 Mr Green.
4 The dance Sam Cooke said everybody likes to do.
5 A soul legend.
6 Don Covay say's it's ?
10 I ? sang Barbara George.
12 Minit Records recording artist initials.
16 On what street was Arthur Colney getting his kicks.
19 A marvellous monthly franzie.
20 Dobie Gray said Find ? fool ? forget ?.
25 How many songs did George Jackson want Aretha
to sing
26 Sam Dees and Bill Brandon wont get lost.
27 A great British record label.
28 Okeh spoken.
32 Funny creature
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So until next time, Remember to keep on keeping
on.

me.

SOULBOY

Sad to report more deaths in the last couple or so
months such as Rosemary Clooney who passed
away following complications relating to lung
nd
cancer. She celebrated her 82 birthday back in
th
May but lost her battle for life on June 30 . She
had a long career with U.S. Columbia Records ‘This Ole House’, ‘Mambo Italiano’ and a song she
reputedly detested ‘Come On A My House’. In
1950, Columbia brought in a new producer, Mitch
Miller, who straight away looked at the sales of his
artists, in particular Rosemary and a certain Frank
Sinatra. Frank himself has gone on record (if you'll
excuse the pun) that he was forced to record
novelty records (‘Mama Will Bark’ is one) under
the new direction of Miller. Clooney was given
‘Come On A My House’ and she balked, replying
that it was infantile and stupid and refused to
record the song. Miller replied “You don't,
Rosemary and you're off the label” so she
relented and, of course, it was a giant hit for her.
Sinatra himself stayed with Columbia until 1952
but relations between him and Miller were at an
all-time low.



Playboy with a whole lotta soul.







The Funkster
Chilling out to some fine sounds by Miles Davies –
take a listen to “A Kind Of Blue”, probably one of
the best jazz albums ever (so it is widely said).
“Big Brother” – puerile, mind-boggling, insane or
should I say trash TV for those with less than half
a brain. Dr Dale wants to know when the
video/DVD is released so he can watch the
unedited parts that Channel 4 left out - Jade giving
head to one of the other members (was it PJ?) of
the house. As I say, for the mentally deficient.
I notice that old Georgie Best has had a new liver
transplant. He has said that when he is well
enough he's going to treat all his mates at his
local boozer to one of the biggest piss-ups ever to
be seen this side of Belfast (Charles... it’s your
turn to put some dosh behind the bar... a ton
would do for starters).

Cliff Gleaves also died in June, reputedly due to
diabetes complications. Gleaves (72) had an
unstable association with Elvis Presley as part of
his Memphis Mafia. Cliff cut one session with Sun
under Sam Phillips in 1958 including ‘Love Is My
Business’ and an attempt at Hank Williams’ ‘Your
Cheating Heart’.

It will not have escaped your attention that 25
years ago this month a certain Mr Presley shuffled
off this mortal coil, fell off his perch or, to quote a
certain John Cleese in a Monty Python sketch, he
fuckin’ snuffed it. BMG
have just released a 4
CD, 100 track box set
“Today, Tomorrow &
Forever” (titled after a
duet he cut with a
certain actress named
Ann Margret). It starts in
1954 with an alternative
version of ‘Harbour
Lights’ through to 1976
‘Hurt’ - an attractive
package
I
guess
although quite a number
of the cuts have been
issued by bootleggers
over the years. It can't
be long before they run
out of material to issue mind
you
there’s
enough live material from 1969/1970 recorded in
Vegas for perhaps more box sets (I kid you not).

Roscoe Gordon died, aged 74, at his home in
th
New York on July 11 , some newspapers
reporting that he died of a heart attack and others
of natural causes. I have no doubt our other
contributors to TFTW will go into greater depth.
The Charly/Sun reissue programme in the
Seventies made available many of the sides he
cut at Sun. Over here, Ace have covered the
recordings that were leased to RPM. I don't
believe that his sides with VeeJay are widely
available (although again I might be wrong). So to
Rosemary, Cliff and Roscoe we here at TFTW
raise our glasses.
As I said before we all know that Elvis died 25
years ago this month. Did you also know that back
th
in 1965, on the 17 of August, rockabilly artist
Warren Smith was involved in a near fatal driving
accident in Grange, Texas when his car skidded
on a wet pavement? He was severely injured and
was laid up for a year - it had been reported that
Smith was somewhat of a pill popper. 15 years
later in January 1980 the Grim Reaper came
calling again and claimed the life of Warren.

I notice that the other Charles Dale has now
appeared in a BBC series, ‘Paradise Heights’,
which has just ended. Don't kid me that it ain’t all
down to make up and camera angles, though how
he gets home to Woking every evening is beyond
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BIM-BAM RECORDS
MASTER COMPACT DISC CATALOGUE 2002
With over 6000 ROCKIN’ CDs listed covering: - Doo-Wop, Rock-A-Billy, Rock'n'Roll,
Rhythm & Blues, Hillbilly-Country, Male & Female Vocals, Revival-Neo Bands, Jivers &
Strollers, 1950s Easy Listening, RGM etc.
TO RECEIVE THIS FREE CATALOGUE SEND A LARGE £1.00 A4 S.A.E. TO: BIM BAM RECORDS (TFTW)
CHALFONT HOUSE
BOTLEY ROAD, HORTON HEATH, EASTLEIGH, HANTS, SO50 7DN

www.bim-bam.com

th

Porter Wagoner West Plains, Missouri 12
August 1930. He discovered Dolly Parton in
1967. RCA reluctantly signed her as a solo
artist only after Wagoner said all losses be
taken out of his own royalties if her records
didn't sell – they did. Dolly’s own ‘I Will
Always Love You’ was written about him.
th
Rod Bernard
Opelousas, Louisiana 12
August 1940
th
Bobby Helms
Bloomingdale, Indiana 15
August. Had numerous hits on U.S. Decca;
‘Jingle Bell Rock’, ‘Fraulein’ and ‘My Special
Angel’. Dabbled at the Devil's Music earlier
in 1956 with ‘Tennessee Rock'n'Roll’
th
James Burton
24 August 19??. A pedigree
of the highest order - played and recorded
with Dale Hawkins, Rick Nelson, Emmylou
Harris, Elvis Presley and Jerry Lee Lewis.
Has also had live stints with Elvis Costello
and the late John Denver.
st
Kenny Rogers
Houston, Texas 21 August
1938. Initially part of the New Christy
Minstrels and then The First Edition. Had a
giant pop hit with ‘Ruby Don't Take Your
Love To Town’. In the mid-Seventies had
giant hits with ‘Lucille’, ‘The Gambler’ and
recorded a duet with Dolly Parton, ‘Islands
In The Stream’.
Dale Hawkins
(christened
Delmar
Allen
nd
Hawkins) Goldmine, Louisiana 22 August
1938. Biggest hit ‘Suzie Q’ but still wowing
them on the rockabilly circuit.
Kitty Wells
(born
Muriel
Deason)
th
Nashville, Tennessee 30 August 1919.

Happy Birthdays (this month August)
Hank Cochran
(songwriter) Isola, Mississippi
nd
2 August 1935
Gordon Stoker
(lead
singer
with
the
rd
Jordanaires) 3 August 1933
th
Felice Bryant
(songwriter) 7 August 1925
th
Rodney Crowell
Houston Texas 7
August
1950
th
Mel Tillis
(songwriter/performer)
8
August 1932
Merle Kilgore
(songwriter
currently
th
manager of Hank Williams Jr) 9 August
1934
th
Jimmy Dean
Plainview, Texas 10 August
1928. Had hits with ‘PT 109’ and more
notably ‘Big Bad John’
th
John Conlee
Versailles,
Kentucky
11
August 1946
th
Alvis Edgar Owens Sherman, Texas 12 August
1929. Better-known as Buck Owens
(singer/songwriter). During the 1960s he
had 39 country hits with Capitol Records,
19 of those reached number one. One of
the most successful country artists of all
time and one of the first to take control of
his recorded output (he owns and leases all
of his Capitol/Warner Brothers masters).
During a chat with current country superstar
Garth Brooks he advised him (Brooks) “Go
get your masters”, which he did and
controls them through his own company
Pearl. Ray Charles and Fats Domino own
their ABC tracks.
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Her first country hit ‘It Wasn't God Who
Made Honky Tonk Angels’ (an answer
record to ‘The Wild Side Of Life’) and still
going strong. In 1997 she joined Hank
Thompson for a remake of ‘Angels’ along
with Tanya Tucker on his “Hank Thompson
and Friends” CD revisiting some of his
Capitol hits including ‘Six-Pack To Go’ and
‘Green Light’.

The authors of
"Flowers
For
Princess
Diana"
hope the resulting
publicity about the
release of the
book will help
promote
the
banning of land
mines around the
globe.
Diana
supported many
charitable causes
in her lifetime, and
stopping
the
manufacture and
use of land mines was one she felt strongly about.
The authors have pledged to donate a portion of
their profits to qualified organizations that support
banning land mines.

The Funkster
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Web site: www.veteransreporter.com
August 1, 2002
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
"Rockin Fifties" Author Co-Writes Book About
Princess Diana - Publication Provides Editorial
Support For Diana's Cause Banning Use Of Land
Mines
"Flowers For Princess Diana," a book that
describes first-hand the compelling personality
and common touch that the late Princess Diana
displayed during her short reign in England, has
been co-authored by long-time Las Vegas
journalist Chuck N. Baker and Englishman Ian
Jackman. It contains original, never-beforepublished photographs of Diana taken by
Jackman.

Jackman, an Englishman, knew Diana and was a
champion and advocate of her views. He was a
firm supporter of the Princess and helped provide
strength and encouragement during her times of
tribulation. During those years he photographed
her at public functions and royal celebrations, and
accumulated a library of hundreds of his original
photographs. Indirectly through Jackman, Las
Vegas television, radio and print journalist Chuck
N. Baker came to meet Diana on several
occasions.
Upon Diana's death in 1997, Baker flew to
England and conducted intense interviews with
Jackman, which culminated in "Flowers For
Princess Diana." Sorting through Jackman's
photos, he chose a number of them to include in
the book. Returning to the U.S., he wrote the
manuscript, which is just now being published.
The work is being published on two fronts: The
printed book version is available world-wide online for $24.95 (U.S.) from Trafford On-Demand
Publishing, at www.trafford.com. Phone (888)
232-4444. In addition, there is a CD-ROM version
at $19.95 (U.S.) containing the text, additional
photos and original music from Waltsan
Publishing, www.publishershomepages.com
/php/waltsan_publishing. Phone (817) 429-2512.
The CD-ROM version contains Baker's original
composition, ‘Flowers For Diana’, for which he
also supplied the vocals. The song was recently
recorded in Las Vegas at Midnight Melodies
studios, headed by owner Allan Niles.
Commenting on the song, Baker said, "People
who know me are aware that I still love to sing
rockabilly and doo-wop but the song I wrote about
Diana is very modern, because she was very
much a modern princess in a world very different
from that of the elders in the royal family. Diana

Ian Jackman & Chuck N Baker

Baker is the author of the 1970's book "The
Rockin' Fifties, A Rock & Roll Scrapbook" that
detailed the rise of rock and roll in America in the
1950s. It became a minor cult classic among
oldies fans in the U.K. when it was released, and
is now out-of-print. In addition, Baker and his
1960’s band The Victors played and sang back-up
on the hit record ‘Fungus Among Us’, with lead
singer Hugh Barrett. Still involved in music, Baker
has written a song entitled ‘Flowers For Diana’
that will be included in a special CD-ROM version
of the book that is being published at the same
time as the printed version.
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was a woman for her times, and the song reflects
that."

contains an original song by Baker, "Flowers For
Diana."



Baker has seen first-hand the carnage land mines
can afflict on combatants and innocent civilians
alike. As a soldier in the U.S. Army during the
Vietnam War, he was gravely wounded by an
enemy hand grenade and spent seven months in
the hospital, where doctors were successful in
repairing his mangled legs. He was awarded a
Purple Heart and the Combat Infantryman's
Badge. Baker noted, "I'm not against nations
defending themselves against legitimate enemies,
and I realize that as horrible as war is, it's been an
unfortunate fact of life and history. But land mines
are a hidden evil that each year kill and maim
hundreds of innocent civilians, including children.
Diana recognized this and worked to encourage
governments to ban the use of such weaponry.
Ian and I support her goals in that arena, and we
sincerely hope our book will help to rally additional
backing for the cause."







Little Richard
retires
Little
Richard
Penniman
advised
'Tales From The Woods' the other day
that he is going to be 70 years old
on December 5th and he’s getting
tired now after 62 years of making
music. After shows in places like Las
Vegas, Mississippi and California he
will be calling it a day at the end
of the year. He did, however, issue a
personal
invitation
to
all
subscribers to pop over and see one
of his last ever shows.
Bo Diddley (73), Fats Domino (73) and
Chuck Berry (75) were later seen
together, huddled in a corner, where
the words “Lightweight” and “Damned
youngster’s got no stamina” were
overheard.

Readers of the book and fans of Diana are being
asked
to
provide
financial backing
to
organizations that work to ban land mines. In
addition, a portion of the author's profits from the
sale of the book will be donated to qualified
organizations that support the banning of land
mines.









The next gang meet up will be Friday 30th
August, at the Shakespear, Holborn, from
18:45 hours onwards. Depart for a meal at
approx. 20:20. All are welcome as usual and
it will be a pleasure to see you all again.









'Tales From The Web'

(Photo by Linda F. Guiffreda-Baker.)

Author and musician Chuck N. Baker, centre,
recently performed in Boulder City, Nevada, with
James Quill Smith (right). Smith is a guitarist who
formerly played with Three Dog Night and the
Bobby Fuller Four. The gentleman seated at the
table is legendary rock drummer Sandy Nelson.
Baker has a new book and CD-ROM entitled
"Flowers For Princess Diana," co-written with
London resident Ian Jackman. The CD-ROM

As I type this, Fatbellypeat is also still typing away,
improving the all-new 'Tales From The Woods'
website. If you wanna take a look, the web
address is;
www.tftw.freeuk.com
Keep your eyes peeled for further developments.
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Way Down Yonder – Darren Vidler

August 2002

Wildest Cats - Tony Papard

Friday 16th

Waxo’s Tit Bits - Tony Wilkinson
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Saturday 17th
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Ain't Nothin But

The Funkster – The Funkster
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London
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Saturday 24th
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London N2
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Stenography - ‘H’

Sunday 25th
AFTERNOON (3.00 - 5.00)
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High Street, Strood

If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;

Monday 26th

‘Tales from the Woods’

The Prince of Wales



Seven Stars

September 2002

care of Keith Woods
25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA

Thursday 5th

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941

Maidstone Road, Foots Cray
Sidcup, Kent



Madisons
148 Main Road, Biggin Hill
Danny Fisher and The Houserockers
NOTE: Table must be reserved for entry

Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk



Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods

Friday 13th

Aint' Nothin But
Kingley Street
London
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